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Abstract 

Innovating the use of protein similarity networks 
within the context of the Tautomerase Superfamily 

Rebecca Davidson 

In the genomic age, there is so much data that experimental validation on all of it is 

impractical. Therefore, computational methods need to be employed to probe this influx of 

sequence data. Even though we can only experimentally characterize a small amount of these 

proteins, the sequence data carries a tremendous amount of information through the genetic 

diversity introduced. This work is concerned with strategies that work towards harnessing 

sequence similarity networks to their fullest potential within the context of a particular enzyme 

superfamily, the Tautomerase Superfamily (TSF). 

  Sequence similarity networks (SSNs), are a type of similarity network in which the nodes 

represent proteins (or groups of similar proteins as in the representative networks) and the edges 

represent the similarity between two nodes. The edges are well defined and calculated as the 

pairwise BLAST E-value. These networks provide a graphical view of the similarity 

relationships within a set of proteins and provide a means to facilitate large-scale analyses. They 

can also be studied analytically using a variety of algorithms and allow the all-by-all 

comparisons of tens of thousands of proteins in an intuitively accessible manner.  

 In this work, a new method of probing SSNs in presented in application to the TSF. This 

method involves identifying a similarity path through a network with the sequences on the path 

exhibiting transitional functional features. This path was then used to guide target selection for 

crystallization of transition linker proteins. Those targets are presented in the context of larger 
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bioinformatics analysis, including a phylogenetic reconstruction, and an experimental kinetic 

analysis. 

 Additionally, the classification of the TSF into subgroups, and in some cases a finer level 

of clustering, is provided. This curated work complete with sequence alignments and HMMs is 

hosted on the Structure Function Linkage Database for open access to the scientific community, 

with the alignments additionally available on GitHub.  
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Chapter 1. Introduction 

1.1 Biology in the genomic era 

As the already tremendous amounts of genomic data continue to grow, experimental 

validation on all of it becomes increasingly impractical. As a result computational analysis of the 

vast amounts of sequence data being produced becomes more and more important. Naturally, 

developing and expanding methods that analyze this data and help biologists form hypotheses to 

guide experimentation becomes is an enticing challenge in this age of genomics and data science. 

A computational approach that has traditionally been employed in the Babbitt lab to 

study the sequence data of large mechanistically diverse enzyme superfamilies is Sequence 

Similarity Networks (SSNs). These networks provide a graphical view of the similarity 

relationships within a set of proteins and provide a means to facilitate large-scale analyses. 

Biologists can use these to elucidate trends in sequence function relationships and guide making 

hypotheses to plan experiments while seeing how any particular hypothesis relates to the larger 

set of proteins in sequence space. The Babbitt lab pioneered methods for the large-scale 

classification and discovery of function in enzyme superfamilies using these SSNs. In addition to 

studying Superfamilies, finding new and creative ways to probe hypotheses within the SSN 

framework is another key goal of the Babbitt lab. 

1.2 Scope of this dissertation 

In this work, we use a new method of probing SSNs that involves identifying a similarity 

path though a network with the sequences on that path exhibiting transitional functional features. 

Our analysis of the tautomerase superfamily using these methods has been published (1) and the 
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accepted paper is provided here as Chapter 2 of this thesis. Importantly, this path was used to 

guide target selection for crystallization of transitional linker proteins, that contributed to a 

structure guided comparison. Beyond that, this path and the resulting structure guided alignment 

were used to guide sequence selection for a phylogenetic reconstruction. Both the kinetic 

analysis of the linker proteins and the phylogenetic reconstruction corroborated the proposed 

structure/function transitions, exhibiting the utility of this approach. This new linker guided 

strategy can be employed in the future study of this and other superfamilies to probe 

sequence/structure/function relationships. 

Accompanying the work described in Chapter 2, Chapter 3 describes our new 

classification among the proteins of Tautomerase superfamily. This was done by breaking them 

in subgroups, and in some cases finer groups within the subgroups. The classification suggests a 

finer granularity of functional division among the proteins than suggested by INTERPRO and 

PFAM. This work is curated and hosted on the Structure Function Linkage Database (2) 

(http://sfld.rbvi.ucsf.edu/django/superfamily/159/) for open access for the scientific community.  
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Chapter 2. A Global View of Structure-function 
Relationships in the Tautomerase Superfamily 

2.1 Abstract  

The tautomerase superfamily (TSF) consists of more than 11,000 non-redundant 

sequences present throughout the biosphere. Characterized members have attracted much 

attention because of the unusual and key catalytic role of an N-terminal proline. These few 

characterized members catalyze a diverse range of chemical reactions, but the full scale of their 

chemical capabilities and biological functions remains unknown. To gain new insight into TSF 

structure–function relationships, we performed a global analysis of similarities across the entire 

superfamily and computed a sequence-similarity network to guide classification into distinct 

subgroups. Our results indicated that TSF members are found in all domains of life, with most 

being present in bacteria. The eukaryotic members of the cis-3-chloroacrylic acid dehalogenase 

subgroup are limited to fungal species, while the macrophage-migration inhibitory factor 

subgroup has wide eukaryotic representation (including mammals). Unexpectedly, we found that 

346 TSF sequences lack Pro-1, of which 85% are present in the malonate semialdehyde 

decarboxylase subgroup. The computed network also enabled identification of similarity paths, 

namely sequences that link functionally diverse subgroups and exhibit transitional structural 

features that may help explain reaction divergence. A structure-guided comparison of these 

linker proteins identified conserved transitions between them, and kinetic analysis paralleled 

these observations. Phylogenetic reconstruction of the linker set was consistent with these 

findings. Our results also suggest that contemporary TSF members may have evolved from a 

short 4-oxalocrotonate tautomerase–like ancestor, followed by gene duplication and fusion. Our 
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new linker-guided strategy can be used to enrich discovery of sequence/structure/function 

transitions in other enzyme superfamilies.  

2.2 Introduction 

As the number of protein sequences from genomic and metagenomic sequencing 

continues to grow exponentially, the proportion of these sequences accessible to experimental 

function determination becomes vanishingly small, even using high throughput approaches. For 

enzymes, clues about reaction diversity that has evolved across the biosphere have contributed 

significantly to the development of principled and generalizable approaches for predicting 

functional capabilities of proteins of unknown function (“unknowns”) and for using that 

information to identify informative targets for biochemical characterization or protein 

engineering. Mechanistically diverse enzyme superfamilies (3) (also called functionally diverse 

superfamilies) represent about a third of the universe of enzyme superfamilies (4). These 

superfamilies often contain more than 20,000 homologous sequences in which active site 

machinery associated with a conserved aspect of catalysis is maintained through evolution while 

specialized active site and other structural variations evolve to enable many different reactions. 

Studying these systems offers powerful insight into ways that nature has produced the 

enormously varied reactions necessary for life and provides a framework for inferring their 

functions. A small number of these superfamilies have now been studied on a large scale, 

revealing for each the structural and mechanistic foundations by which divergent evolution has 

produced many different reactions.  
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Here, we describe a global mapping of structure-function relationships among the 

members of the tautomerase superfamily (TSF)1 (5, 6). Although the TSF has not yet been 

examined on a large scale, its few known reactions reflect the presence of a treasure trove of 

enzymes with unusual properties. Of special interest, the unusual mechanistic use of an N-

terminal proline offers a window into nature’s use of “outlier” catalytic strategies (5, 7), 

broadening our still limited understanding of the chemistry supported by functionally diverse 

enzyme superfamilies. Especially important for the work described here, the relatively simple 

structural organization of TSF proteins has allowed us to uncover sequence variations among 

contemporary TSF sequences that may provide clues about how a simple ancestral scaffold may 

have diverged to produce widely varied reaction types and biological functions. TSF members 

are highly desirable experimental vehicles as they do not require metal ions or coenzymes and 

are easily purified and expressed (6). As a result, computational predictions can be 

experimentally tested, enabling an iterative strategy for choosing and testing unknowns likely to 

inform a better understanding of structure, function, and mechanism across the superfamily.  

All biochemically characterized enzymes in the superfamily fall into five reaction types 

(Figure 2.1), each of which uses the N-terminal proline either as a general base or a general acid 

(6, 8). All previous studies of characterized TSF members show a shared utilization of an N-

terminal proline in their mechanisms, leading to an expectation that all TSF members would 

exhibit this feature. Notably, the common reaction catalyzed by three of these enzymes, 4-

oxalocrotonate tautomerase (4-OT) (7, 9), 5-(carboxymethyl)-2-hydroxymuconate isomerase 

                                                
1 The abbreviations used are: CHMI, 5-(carboxymethyl)-2-hydroxymuconate isomerase; cis-CaaD and CaaD, cis- and trans-3-
chloroacrylic acid dehalogenase, respectively; CgX, Cg10062 from Corynebacterium glutamicum; D-DT, D-dopachrome 
tautomerase; f4-OT, fused 4-OT; hh4-OT, heterohexamer 4-OT: HMM, hidden Markov model; 2-HM, 2-hydroxymuconate; MIF, 
macrophage migration inhibitory factor; MSAD, malonate semialdehyde decarboxylase; MSA, multiple sequence alignment; 4-
OT, 4-oxalocrotonate tautomerase; PP, phenylenolpyruvate; PPT, phenylpyruvate tautomerase; PDB, protein data bank; SSN, 
sequence similarity network; SFLD, Structure-Function Linkage Database; TSF, tautomerase superfamily; wb,Wuchereria 
bancrofti.  
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(CHMI) (10), and the phenylpyruvate tautomerase (PPT) activity of macrophage migration 

inhibitory factor (MIF) (11-13) is an enol-keto tautomerization of a pyruvoyl moiety in which the 

Pro-1 has a low pKa value (~6.4 in 4-OT) (9). The two other reaction types, catalyzed by cis- and 

trans-3-chloroacrylic acid dehalogenase (cis-CaaD and CaaD, respectively) (6, 14-16) and 

malonate semialdehyde decarboxylase (MSAD) (17), are more divergent in mechanism. While 

these latter two enzyme-catalyzed reactions still utilize the N-terminal proline, it has a higher pKa 

value (~9.2 in CaaD) (18) and functions as a general acid (17). In addition to its PPT activity, 

MIF is more commonly recognized as functioning as a pro-inflammatory cytokine in mammals 

(19-22). The PPT and the thiol-protein oxidoreductase activities (23, 24) of MIF are not involved 

in its cytokine activities (25, 26).  

 
Figure 2.1 Major types of characterized reactions in the TSF. 4-OT (26): CHMI: (10), PPT activity of MIF: (13), 
cis-CaaD: (27), and MSAD: (28). The pyruvoyl-moiety that is the common functional group for the three 
tautomerase reactions (of 4-OT, CHMI and MIF) is boxed in red for the 4-OT reaction. The proton that is transferred 
during each of these reactions is highlighted in red. 
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From a structural perspective, the functionally diverse members of the TSF share a small, 

structurally similar core domain comprised of a β−α−β motif. The smallest members of the TSF 

are comprised of monomers ranging in length from 58-84 amino acids. For the handful of 

nonredundant structures available, oligomeric organization across the superfamily varies 

considerably and includes homo- or heterohexamers (a single β−α−β unit per monomer) (29, 30), 

trimers (two fused β−α−β units) (13, 27, 28), and a dimer (a single β−α−β unit) (31) (See 

Supplemental Figure 1 for details). Both observed and as yet uncharacterized variations among 

oligomeric organization may impact the in vivo catalytic capabilities of these proteins and 

contribute to expansion of the functional repertoire of the TSF as well. Although most TSF 

members appear to be composed of either the core β−α−β motif or the fused duple form, the 

motif is also found appended to a limited number of non-ribosomal peptide synthetases such as 

indigoidine synthetase (32). For clarity of discussion, the short TSF members constructed of a 

single β−α−β structural motif will be denoted in this work as a single β−α−β domain, and the 

longer TSF members consisting of two fused β−α−β structural motifs will be denoted as two 

β−α−β subdomains.  

Despite the attention that individual enzymes in the TSF have received, the full extent of 

the chemical and structural diversity across the superfamily remains unknown, as fewer than 30 

members have been experimentally characterized. As with other functionally diverse 

superfamilies, this lack of experimental data prompts many questions. Do all TSF members have 

a catalytic Pro-1? Is the breadth of the superfamily reaction space confined to the five known 

reaction classes? Has nature used other arrangements for the core β−α−β motif in evolving the 

contemporary members of the TSF? How did the various subgroups evolve from what has been 

proposed to be the ancestral 4-OT-like enzyme (5, 24, 33, 34)? How did the multiple biological 
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activities of MIF evolve? Is there a biological relevance for the reported enzymatic activities of 

MIF (25), such as the PPT activity (11-13)?  

To begin to address some of these questions, we performed an all-by-all comparison of 

more than 11,000 non-redundant sequences of the TSF, using sequence similarity networks to 

map key structure-function relationships among the superfamily members. The global views that 

result begin to fill out the picture of structure-function relationships across the entire TSF and 

reveal new trends not previously available from small scale studies. The results allow 

classification of the TSF into subgroups that exhibit different patterns of catalytic machinery and 

provide a map of its phylogenetic representation across the biosphere. We also address in this 

work how changes in reaction specificity-determining residues may have led to the evolution of 

varied functions. Phylogenetic reconstruction focused on enzymes that show sequence similarity 

to two different subgroups (“linkers”), together with the other results reported here, supports the 

hypothesis that the cis-CaaD-like enzymes may have evolved from a 4-OT-like ancestor.  

Similarity networks from this paper, and other data, including multiple sequence 

alignments (MSAs) resulting from this study are available for download from the Structure-

Function Linkage Database (SFLD) (2) (http://sfld.rbvi.ucsf.edu/django/superfamily/159/).  

2.3 Results and Discussion 

2.3.1. A large-scale comparison 11,395 sequences reveals new structural and 
functional features of the TSF  

All-by-all pairwise comparisons of 11,395 non-redundant sequences of the TSF were 

computed and used to generate a representative sequence similarity network (SSN) (35, 36) 

(Figure 2.2). Each node in this network includes all TSF members that share >50% identity. 

Thus, the number of sequences comprising each node shown in the figure can be highly variable, 
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ranging from 1-342 sequences per node. Using this network as an initial guide, the sequences 

were classified into Level 1 subgroups in which the sequences within each are more similar to 

each other than to the sequences in any other subgroup.  

 

Figure 2.2 Representative sequence similarity network of the TSF superfamily summarizes putative 
sequence-function relationships.  

As indicated in the Figure, the majority of TSF sequences can be assigned to a Level 1 

subgroup. Although the subgroups were defined based only on their sequence similarities, 

mapping of the five known enzyme-catalyzed reactions shown in Figure 2.1 to the network 

indicates that each uniquely belongs to a different subgroup. Based on this observation, the best-

characterized protein from each subgroup was termed a “founder” protein and was highlighted in 
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Figure 2.2. Each subgroup with a founder sequence was assigned a distinct color; other smaller 

sets of representative sequences and singleton sequences were not named or investigated further.  

To provide a quantitative determination of the uniqueness of the subgroupings shown in 

Figure 2.2, hidden Markov models (HMMs) (37) were computed for each named subgroup of the 

TSF and searched against all superfamily members to evaluate the degree to which each uniquely 

describes the subgroup from which it was computed (Supplemental Figures 2-5). The results of 

this control experiment show that the HMMs generated for the Level 1 cis-CaaD, MSAD, 

CHMI, and MIF subgroups recovered the sequences of their associated subgroups at high scores 

as expected, with only a few outliers in other subgroups.  

As the diversity of the sequences of the 4-OT subgroup was too great to allow generation 

of a high confidence multiple sequence alignment (MSA) for the entire subgroup, it was further 

subgrouped into four Level 2 subgroups (Supplemental Figure 6) for which alignments and 

HMMs could be reasonably generated. As with the main Level 1 subgroups, the Level 2 HMMs 

for the 4-OTs were mapped to their associated subgroups (Supplemental Figures 2.7-2.10). The 

results show that these Level 2 subgroup HMMs capture the majority of the subgroup members 

from which each was generated, although these HMMs have a larger proportion of cross hits to 

other Level 2 subgroups of the 4-OTs than did the HMMs generated to the Level 1 subgroups. 

This is likely due to the greater diversity within the 4-OT subgroup relative to the diversity 

within each of the other Level 1 subgroups of the superfamily.  

As has been reported for other functionally diverse enzyme superfamilies (38-41), only a 

small proportion of TSF members has been biochemically or structurally characterized, as shown 

in Figure 2.2. Note that only one functionally annotated sequence is required to depict a 

representative node as a large triangle (indicating an experimentally assigned function) even 
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though that node may contain a large majority of uncharacterized sequences. This scarcity of 

functional information for most of the TSF subgroups represents a major barrier to understanding 

the range of contemporary reactions (or biological functions) the TSF scaffold has evolved to 

support, limiting, in turn, knowledge that could be useful for re-engineering TSF members to 

catalyze new reactions in the laboratory (42).  

2.3.1.1 Subgroupings may be useful for classifying newly discovered TSF members  

Studies of experimentally characterized 4-OT Level 1 subgroup members have identified 

key active site residues and patterns for some of the known reactions (7, 9, 10, 29, 43-46). These 

observations may be useful in predicting functions for uncharacterized TSF members sharing 

these active site patterns. Likewise, assignment of newly discovered TSF members into the most 

appropriate subgroups can be achieved using the unique HMMs generated for each subgroup. 

At the same time, many of these expected active site patterns that are missing or differ 

among uncharacterized TSF sequences (data not shown) may suggest that they do not catalyze 

known reactions of the superfamily, but may have other molecular functions instead. Mapping of 

more detailed active site variations or motifs to these networks may identify targets for 

experimental or structural characterization that could shed light about as yet undiscovered 

reactions of the TSF.  

2.3.1.2 Domain structure and sequence length variation across the TSF  

The domain structure of the TSF is relatively simple with nearly all of the members 

represented by either a single β−α−β structural motif or as fusion proteins composed of two of 

these subdomains. Our results confirm this pattern generally across the TSF; most sequences of 

the 4-OT subgroup are composed of a short monomer of 58-84 residues except for a small group 

of fused 4-OTs, discussed below. The great majority of sequences assigned to the other four 
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subgroups represent the fused form, which are roughly twice as long as the monomeric 4-OTs 

and are primarily comprised of two fused β−α−β subdomains (Supplemental Figure 11). For the 

longer fused superfamily members, the N- and C-terminal subdomains have diverged to produce 

unique sequence differences. The remaining superfamily sequences are of mixed size between 

the short and long proteins, largely due to variable sequence lengths in the regions that link the 

two β−α−β subdomains and at the C-termini. As discussed in more detail in section 2.3.5.1 

entitled “Linkers” between cis-CaaD and 4-OT subgroup identify a similarity path between 

them, the shorter 4-OT subgroup proteins align better with the C-terminal “half” of the longer 

fused proteins linking the cis-CaaD and 4-OT subgroups than they do with the N-terminal half. 

The domain structure of the fused proteins of the CHMI, MIF, cis-CaaD, and MSAD subgroups 

may indicate that they evolved by gene duplication and fusion from a simpler 4-OT-like 

ancestor.  

2.3.2. Some TSF sequences lack an N-terminal proline  

Experimental work to date has suggested that the hallmark of the TSF, the catalytic N-

terminal proline, is a mechanistic imperative. Surprisingly, our global analysis reveals that a 

significant number (346) of the TSF sequences lack Pro-1 (Figure 2.3, top) (See section 2.5 

Experimental Procedures for a description of how this finding was verified.) Although missing 

this key residue, these sequences are clearly part of the TSF as they align well with other 

superfamily members and retain conservation of other important active site residues of the 

subgroup in which they are found. As none of these proteins have been biochemically 

characterized, their functions remain unknown. The majority of the non-Pro-1 superfamily 

members (294) map to the MSAD subgroup. Of the remaining 52 sequences, 13 map to the 4-OT 

subgroup, and the remaining sequences are randomly scattered across the entire network. 
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Interestingly, the residues that are found in place of Pro-1 are not random variations. Serine, 

isoleucine, and alanine are the most abundant residues found that follow the initiating methionine 

(Supplemental Figure 12).  

 

Figure 2.3 Representative SSN showing sequences that lack an N-terminal proline. Top: SSN as in Figure 2.2, 
except that nodes containing one or more sequences that lack an N-terminal proline are colored red. Bottom: 
Observed positions of the N-terminal proline (or its absence) in sequences of short and fused TSF members. Gray 
arrows and maroon blocks designate beta strands and alpha helices, respectively. 
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The absence of Pro-1 could reflect functional and/or mechanistic diversity in several ways. 

It is possible that an N-terminal amino group could function as a general base or acid. The 

experimentally characterized enzymes of the MSAD group, for example, which contains 85% of 

the non-Pro-1 proteins, have been shown to require a general acid in the enzyme-catalyzed 

reactions (17, 28, 47, 48). Or, these proteins could perform catalysis via an as yet 

uncharacterized alternative catalytic mechanism that doesn’t rely on the N-terminal group. 

Alternatively, some of these proteins may not function as enzymes, but rather, may perform 

other biological functions, for example, as regulatory proteins. A mechanistic interpretation of 

these observations is complicated by how the possible forms of non-Pro-1 TSF proteins might be 

utilized in the varied oligomeric forms currently known (or yet to be identified) in the 

superfamily (Figure 2.3 and Supplemental Figure 1). An additional complicating issue is that 

some sequences will retain the initiating methionine and others will not (49). Clearly, 

experimental characterization of some of these non-Pro-1 sequences will be required to address 

these and other mechanistic questions.  

The second proline in line 4 of the cartoon shown in Figure 2.3 (bottom) provides some 

support for the notion that the Fused 4-OT members may have evolved by gene duplication and 

fusion from a short 4-OT ancestor as this proline is conserved in ~60% of the fused members 

most similar to the founder 4-OT. There are 91 of these Fused 4-OTs and, based on a MSA of 

the 4-OT Level 2 subgroup 1 (data not shown), 57 likely have proline at the start of the second 

β−α−β subdomain.  

2.3.3. Phylogenetic representation in the TSF  

As with many large superfamilies, members of the TSF are found across the three 

domains of life. As shown in Figure 2.4A, bacteria dominate in most of the TSF Level 1 
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subgroups, with a somewhat lesser relative representation in the cis-CaaD and MIF subgroups. 

While a small set of 14 archaeal sequences is found in the MSAD subgroup, the 4-OT subgroup 

is significantly enriched in archaeal sequences (139 sequences representing 71% of the 197 

archaeal sequences in the TSF), suggesting an ancient origin for some of these 4-OT subgroup 

proteins. All of these sequences are uncharacterized except one, although its physiological 

function remains unknown (50). The small sequence cluster not named as a subgroup (marked by 

the arrow) contains a substantial proportion of archaeal sequences as well. TSF members from 

eukaryotes are largely confined to the cis-CaaD subgroup, which is principally composed of 

proteins from fungi, and to the MIF subgroup. In the MIFs, the preponderance of proteins comes 

from eukaryotic phyla, and includes substantial representation from fungi, plants, invertebrates, 

and vertebrates, including mammals. Although this subgroup includes significant representation 

from bacterial organisms, it does not appear to include sequences from Archaea.  

 

Figure 2.4 Phylogenetic representation in the TSF. A. Network as in Figure 2.2, except that the representative 
nodes are colored by dominant type of life: red, archaea; dark blue, bacteria; green, plants; cyan, fungi; pink, 
invertebrates; yellow, mammals; magenta, other vertebrates besides mammals; 26 gray nodes scattered among the 
dark blue nodes of the 4-OT subgroup come from environmental sequencing projects. The arrow marks an unnamed 
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subgroup enriched in archaeal sequences. B. A one-sequence per node similarity network of the MIF subgroup. 
Network nodes represent 1,679 MIF sequences, 273 of which come from vertebrates. Coloring is by type of life as 
shown in the key except for white nodes, which were not designated by type of life in the UniProt database. 
Triangles represent proteins with solved structures. Large triangles represent two characterized human proteins, 
MIF1 (Uniprot P14174) and MIF2 (Uniprot P30046) and the large circle represents a MIF from the human parasite 
Wuchereria bancrofti (Uniprot O44786) as indicated by the arrows. The threshold for drawing edges between each 
node is 10e-18. The network shows two separate MIF groups in vertebrates; the sequences of the group containing 
the human MIF1 sequence are more similar to their invertebrate relatives than to the group containing the human 
MIF2 sequence.  

2.3.4. Some MIF proteins in higher eukaryotes function as cytokines  

Figure 2.4B provides greater detail regarding how MIF sequences from varied organisms 

relate to each other. Among the MIFs, a total of 10 human MIF-like proteins are included in the 

network. Some of these may represent different splicing variants of MIF1 and of a second group 

of proteins known as MIF2, (previously known as D-dopachrome tautomerase (D-DT) (51)). 

Vertebrates represent 273 (16%) of the sequences in this SSN. Within the subgroup, a large set 

of proteins, including the human MIF1, is principally associated with cytokine activities (22), 

along with some enzymatic activities (i.e., PPT and protein-thiol oxidoreductase activities) (23-

25). A second group of similar size includes the human MIF2 (52). The human MIF1 and MIF2 

structures are similar and their subunit topologies are almost identical although there are 

differences in the active site regions (21). Additionally, the functional properties of MIF2 

overlap with those of MIF1, and the two may act cooperatively (53). MIF2 exhibits a 

tautomerase activity that requires Pro-1 (51) using D-dopachrome, a compound with unknown 

biological relevance. Its relative tautomerase activity is about 10-fold less than that of MIF1 

using the same compound. The MIF2-catalyzed tautomerization is followed by a decarboxylation 

reaction (25, 53). (The observation that tautomerization of L-dopachrome is involved in 

melanotic encapsulation, a hallmark of a primitive invertebrate defense pathway, has suggested 

that the D-DT activity might be a vestigial property (53).) Interestingly, analysis of the network 

shown in Figure 2.4B at more stringent E-value cutoffs for drawing edges (not shown) confirms 
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the inference suggested in Figure 2.4B, i.e., that the MIF1 proteins are more closely related to the 

invertebrate members of the subgroup than they are to the MIF2 proteins. Some of these 

invertebrate organisms are pathogenic (25).  

A recent phylogenetic analysis of MIF homologs in plants revealed that an ancestral 

MIF-like sequence was present in the last common eukaryotic ancestor before plants diverged 

about 1.6 billion years ago (54) and notes that MIF-like proteins are found in many phyla, 

including bacterial ones. The large-scale view of MIF similarity relationships illustrated in 

Figure 2.4B is consistent with those findings and indicates the relative proportion of MIF-like 

proteins found in bacteria, plants, and fungi. Many of these other organisms harboring MIF-like 

proteins do not have cytokines or the types of complex immune systems typically associated with 

cytokine activity and thus may have as yet unknown functional roles. Another published 

phylogenetic reconstruction of experimentally studied MIFs notes that they may have evolved 

from an ancient defense molecule; in parasites MIF-like proteins appear to function as virulence 

factors (25). A MIF-like protein has been biochemically characterized from the human parasite 

Wuchereria bancrofti (wbMIF) and shows a low level of tautomerase activity (55). This latter 

analysis is the only attempt to assign function to non-mammalian MIFs. Thus, both the molecular 

and biological functions and the importance of the broad representation of the MIFs across the 

biosphere remain poorly understood.  

2.3.5. Structure-function relationships among TSF subgroups: 4-OT and cis-
CaaD  

The results of this global study of the TSF show that all members of the functionally 

diverse TSF are united by the structure similarities of a common fold and conservation in key 

aspects of their chemistry and the catalytic machinery (with the exception of the 3% that lack an 

N-terminal proline). At the same time, the known TSF reactions are different from each other, 
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raising the question how the fundamental structure-function relationship that defines the TSF has 

been modified by nature to evolve these different overall reactions.  

Several issues make answering this question especially difficult. First, the extreme 

diversity of TSF subgroups relative to each other challenges our ability to make high quality 

alignments between subgroups. For example, the sequences of the founder 4-OT (30) and cis-

CaaD (34) enzymes (Figure 2.1) are only 18% pairwise identical with each other. Second, the 

sparse experimental coverage of the superfamily severely limits our knowledge of the 

mechanistic and structural variations present in the TSF, or even the breadth of reaction space it 

supports. While these issues prevent a comprehensive study of TSF subgroup relationships, an 

initial examination of structure-function relationships between the best-studied members of the 

4-OT and cis-CaaD subgroups was somewhat more tractable, as reported in this section.  

2.3.5.1 “Linkers” between cis-CaaD and 4-OT subgroup identify a similarity path between them  

The SSN provided in Figure 2.2 shows two representative edges that link the 4-OT and 

cis-CaaD subgroups, indicating a sequence similarity bridge between them. We identified 

representative nodes that formed the shortest path between the two founder sequences in each 

subgroup, highlighted in the left panel of Figure 2.5. This path is anchored at either end by the 

representative nodes in which the founder 4-OT and cis-CaaD enzymes are located, with the 

linker nodes along proceeding from founder 4-OT to Fused 4-OT, to Linker 2, to Linker 1, to 

CgX to founder cis-CaaD. (CgX is a structurally characterized cis-CaaD homolog with unknown 

function (33). It is an inefficient cis-CaaD as it has much lower catalytic efficiency for this 

reaction than does cis-CaaD and it does not exhibit absolute specificity for the cis-isomer.)  

As small numbers of edges linking highly diverse subgroups in functionally diverse 

superfamilies may be statistically suspect (35, 38), the links between the representative nodes 
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shown in Figure 2.5 were examined further using more detailed SSNs. The results indicated that 

48 statistically significant edges indeed link the 4-OT and cis-CaaD subgroups (see section 2.5 

Experimental Procedures: Creation of linker control networks for details).  

 

Figure 2.5 Sequences in the 50% representative network that link the 4-OT and cis-CaaD subgroups. Left. 
Blow-up of the region in the 50% representative network (see Figure 2.2) that links the 4-OT and cis-CaaD 
subgroups. Representative nodes are colored as in Figure 2.2 except that those containing founder 4-OT (labeled 4-
OT) and cis-CaaD (labeled CC) sequences are enlarged and colored dark blue and red, respectively. The nodes 
containing linker sequences Fused 4-OT (labeled f4-OT), Linker 2 (labeled 2), Linker 1 (labeled 1), and CgX are 
also enlarged. Right. Structure-guided multiple sequence alignment of proteins labeled in the SSN blow-up on the 
left. Structures used: 4-OT, 1BJP; Fused 4-OT, 6BLM; Linker 2, 5UNQ; Linker 1, 5UIF; CgX, 3N4G; cis-CaaD, 
2FLZ. Catalytic residues of the founder 4-OT, Pro-1, Arg-11 and Arg-39, (positions 69, 79, and 108 according to the 
numbering of the MSA, respectively) are boxed in blue, and catalytic residues of cis-CaaD, Pro-1, His-28, Arg-70, 
Arg-73, Tyr-103 and Glu-114, are boxed in red (positions 1, 28, 76, 79, 110, 121, according to the numbering of the 
MSA, respectively). Note that the short founder 4-OT aligns best with the second β−α−β domain of the five other 
proteins in the figure. The alignment shows that the active site composition of the linker proteins becomes more cis-
CaaD-like across the similarity path shown by the network. (Some catalytic residues in 4-OT and cis-CaaD come 
from different subunits, as described in the legend for Figure 2.6.)  

A structure of a protein from each of these representative linker nodes was available, 

enabling creation of a high confidence structure-guided MSA that could provide insight about 

the structural variations along this path. The right panel of Figure 2.5 shows the structure-guided 

sequence alignment computed for these structures. The percent identity for each pair of 

sequences along the similarity path (right panel) is 42% between 4-OT and the Fused 4-OT, 41% 

between Fused 4-OT and Linker 2, 26% between Linker 2 and Linker 1, 31% between Linker 1 
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and CgX, and 33% between CgX and cis-CaaD. These similarities are much higher than the 18% 

sequence identity obtained for a direct pairwise comparison between the founder 4-OT and cis-

CaaD sequences in the alignment, which significantly enhances the quality of the alignment and 

the information it contains.  

This MSA shows that the active site composition of the linker proteins becomes more cis-

CaaD-like in a stepwise manner across the similarity path from the founder 4-OT to cis-CaaD. 

Starting from the short 4-OT, the transition to the Fused 4-OT reflects the fusion of the single 

β−α−β unit represented by the short 4-OTs to form proteins with two β−α−β subdomains that are 

roughly twice as long. These short 4-OTs represent the majority of the proteins in the subgroup 

whereas the Fused 4-OTs are more like the majority of the proteins in the other TSF subgroups, 

nearly all of which are composed of two fused β−α−β subdomains (Supplemental Figure 11). 

Among the characterized fusion proteins of the TSF, only three enzymes show substantial 4-OT 

activity (Fused 4-OT, Linker 2 (Table 2.1), and CHMI (56)). Supplemental Figure 6 indicates 

that the characterized Fused 4-OT protein matches best with the 4-OT Level 2 subgroup 1.  

In the next step from Fused 4-OT, Linker 2 retains the 4-OT and Fused 4-OT-like 

sequence patterns, including conservation of Arg-39 (position 108 according to the numbering in 

the Figure 2.5 MSA), although it also exhibits some divergence away from them. Interestingly, 

as described in the section entitled “Additional linkers among other TSF subgroups,” both Linker 

2 and the Fused 4-OT also show multiple structural similarities with other TSF subgroups. In 

contrast to Linker 2, Linker 1 shows significant cis-CaaD-like active site properties, including a 

conserved His-28, Arg-70, and Glu-114 (positions 28, 76, and 121 according to Figure 2.5 

numbering), while losing conservation of 4-OT-like active site residues, in particular, Arg-39. 

Both CgX and cis-CaaD show completion of the remainder of the active site machinery required 
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for cis-CaaD activity, Tyr-103 and Glu-114 (positions 110 and 121 by Figure 2.5 numbering). 

Although they represent contemporary proteins, these linker sequences may provide hints about 

intermediate or “transitional” features resulting from divergence from ancestral genes. Based on 

the active site variations observed in the linker set, along with the enriched representation of 

archaeal sequences in the 4-OT subgroup, we speculate that the Fused 4-OT subgroup members, 

the linker set and founder cis-CaaD may have diverged from a short 4-OT-like ancestor.  

2.3.5.2 Kinetic analysis shows loss of tautomerase activity in the enzymes linking 4-OT to cis-

CaaD.  

As a first step in investigating the functional consequences of the linker transitions, we 

examined the enzymes in the structure-guided MSA (Figure 2.5) for tautomerase activity using 

2-hydroxymuconate (2-HM) and phenylenolpyruvate (PP) (Table 2.1). These substrates were 

selected because both are processed by 4-OT, and PP is processed by cis-CaaD. (The 

tautomerase activity of cis-CaaD has been long regarded as an evolutionary vestige from a 

tautomerase-like ancestor (57).)  

An examination of changes in active site architecture in the linker proteins (Figures 2.5 

and 2.6), suggest that Linker 1, cis-CaaD, and CgX would not process a dicarboxylate substrate 

such as 2-HM. As a result, the monocarboxylate substrate PP would be expected to be more 

informative for gauging changes in tautomerase activity of the linker proteins. Indeed, both 

Fused 4-OT and Linker 2 are proficient tautomerases with 2-HM, whereas Linker 1, cis-CaaD, 

and CgX show no activity. Compared to 4-OT, Linker 2 exhibits only a 2-fold drop in kcat/Km, 

while Fused 4-OT shows a 23-fold drop in kcat/Km. Nonetheless, both are highly efficient 

tautomerases using 2-HM. In contrast, tautomerase activity with PP is detected for all of the 

enzymes. There is a stepwise loss of this activity going from 4-OT and the 4-OT-like enzymes 
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(Fused 4-OT and Linker 2), to Linker 1, CgX and ultimately cis-CaaD. Especially noteworthy, 

the variations in specific functionally important residues correlate with this activity trajectory 

(Figure 2.6). Taking together the active site transitions illustrated in Figure 2.5, along with the 

kinetic data given in Table 2.1, these linker sequences may provide hints about ancestral features 

relevant to the evolution of the cis-CaaD and 4-OT-like proteins.  
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Tables.  
Table 1. Tautomerase activity across the linker proteins using 2-hydroxymuconate (left) and phenylenolpyruvate (right) as substrates 

 

  

Enzyme kcat (s-1) Km (µM) kcat/Km (M-1 s-1) kcat (s-1) Km (µM) kcat/Km (M-1 s-1) 

Founder 4-OTa 4000 ± 182 62 ± 8 (6.5 ± 0.9) × 107 73 ± 6 199 ± 23 (3.7 ±0.5) × 105 

Fused 4-OT 580 ± 25 208 ± 16 (2.8 ± 0.3) × 106 136 ± 8 720 ± 75 (1.9 ± 0.2) × 105 

Linker 2 2800 ± 130 80 ± 9 (3.5 ± 0.4) × 107 920 ± 48 685 ± 68 (1.3 ± 0.2) × 106 

Linker 1 N.D.b N.D. N.D. 80 ± 9 230 ± 40 (3.5 ± 0.7) × 105 

CgXc N.D. N.D. N.D. 7.5 ± 0.50 410 ± 40 (1.8 ± 0.2) × 104 

Founder cis-CaaD N.D. N.D. N.D. 0.20 ± 0.03d 110 ± 30 (1.8 ± 0.6) × 103 

 
a(26). 
b Not detected.  
cCgX and cis-CaaD show cis-CaaD activity.  Linker 2 shows a trace of cis-CaaD activity.  Linker 1 and Fused 4-OT do not show cis-CaaD 
activity.   
d (56). 
 

Table 2.1 Tautomerase activity across the linker proteins using 2-hydroxymuconate (left) and 
phenylenolpyruvate (right) as substrates  
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Figure 2.6 Structural comparison of conserved active site residues in Linker 1 and Linker 2 with respect to 
the known catalytic residues of founder 4-OT and cis-CaaD. The structures for each of these proteins are the 
same as were included in the structure-guided MSA shown in Figure 2.5. The unprimed, primed, and doubly primed 
residues indicate that they come from different subunits. A. Founder 4-OT. Pro-1 is positioned between Arg-11' and 
Arg-39''. This arrangement allows binding of the dicarboxylate substrate 2-HM by both arginine residues, and 
proton transfer by Pro-1 from the 2-hydroxyl group of 2-HM to C5. B. Linker 2. The active site architecture of 
Linker 2 is much like that of founder 4-OT. Arg-71 and Arg-99' (boxed in the MSA) are structurally equivalent to 
Arg-11' and Arg-39'' in founder 4-OT, respectively. Both arginine residues are present in the second β-α-β 
subdomain of the Linker 2 monomer, which explains their very different position in the protein sequence. Linker 2 
also has an Arg-39 in its first β-α-β subdomain, which structurally forms part of the wall of the active site near Arg-
99'. Its proximity to both Arg-99' and Pro-1, could signify a potential role in catalysis. C. Linker 1. Linker 1 exhibits 
an active site architecture very different from that of the founder 4-OT and Linker 2, and instead is more similar to 
the active site of cis-CaaD (panel D). One important difference is the absence of an arginine residue that is 
structurally equivalent to Arg-39'' in founder 4-OT and Linker 2. Instead, this arginine residue (Arg-68) appears to 
be repositioned much closer to Arg-71 (structurally equivalent to Arg-11' and Arg-71 in founder 4-OT and Linker 2, 
respectively). The other residues highlighted, His-28, Ala-101', and Glu-112, are structurally equivalent to His-28, 
Tyr-103', Glu-114 in founder cis-CaaD. Except for missing Tyr-103', which has Ala-101' in that position, the 
catalytic machinery of founder cis-CaaD is complete in Linker 1. D. Founder cis-CaaD. The active site of cis-CaaD 
shows its known catalytic machinery, composed of Pro-1, His-28, Arg-70, Arg-73, Tyr-103' and Glu-114. 
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2.3.6. Phylogenetic reconstruction of the linker set  

To examine the relationships across the linker set using an independent approach, we 

generated a phylogenetic tree. Guided by SSNs created to expand the linker set to include 

specific proteins from the representative nodes shown in Figure 2.5 as well as their closest 

homologs, we identified 63 sequences for inclusion in the tree (see section 2.5 Experimental 

Procedures). The MSA comprised of these sequences that was used to compute this tree is 

available as Supplemental Figure 14. The unrooted phylogenetic tree of these proteins is 

provided in Figure 2.7. (Short 4-OT sequences were not included in the tree because these 

sequences contain only about half as much information as the rest of the fused sequences of the 

linker set, raising complications for interpreting the tree.)  

The probability values at the leaf branches of the tree are generally of high quality within 

most of the major clades, although the diversity of the sequences is too great to generate an MSA 

of sufficiently high confidence to support rooting the tree. However, even the poorer significance 

values at the interior nodes provide support for the relationships along the similarity path given 

in Figure 2.5. That data, along with the tree and the kinetic results (Table 2.1), are generally 

consistent with each other, providing added confidence in our approach for dissecting details of 

the structure-function relationships between the 4-OT and cis-CaaD subgroup enzymes. Without 

the global context provided by a TSF-wide SSN, identification and analysis of the linker set 

would have been difficult to achieve.  
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Figure 2.7 Phylogenetic tree of the 4-OT and cis-CaaD linkers from the 50% representative SSN. The tree was 
obtained by a Bayesian Analysis of 63 sequences from an expanded linker set of proteins composed of two β−α−β 
domains. Posterior probabilities are designated according to the color key and indicated for all interior nodes. Main 
branches associated with sequences from representative nodes of linkers are labeled. As the single domain short 4-
OTs contain only about half of the sequence information of the two sub-domain fused proteins of the linker set, they 
were not included in the tree. Of the two additional Linkers, Linker N1 and Linker N2 (described in Methods, 
“Identification of Linkers”), Linker N1 is labeled in the tree. Linker N2 does not appear in tree because it is a short 
4-OT.  

As noted in earlier sections, two lines of evidence provide qualitative support for the 

hypothesis that the contemporary TSF evolved from a short 4-OT-like ancestor. These include 
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the likely (by parsimony) emergence of Fused 4-OTs from a simpler ancestral type composed of 

a single β−α−β subdomain and the enrichment of archaeal sequences in the short 4-OT subgroup 

relative to the lack of archaeal members in the cis-CaaD subgroup. We cannot, however, assume 

a unidirectional evolution from 4-OT to cis-CaaD from that data alone. Even though the 

phylogenetic tree provides new insight into the relationships between these two subgroups, the 

tree cannot be used to resolve the direction of their evolution, both because the tree is unrooted 

and because the short 4-OT proteins are not included in the tree. 

Interestingly, the phylogenetic tree suggests additional groups of sequences that might be 

added to the linker set originally identified in this work. In the absence of available structures for 

proteins in these diverse unlabeled clades of the tree, identification of active site variations that 

might offer new clues about the functions of these proteins remains beyond the scope of this 

work. The positions of these sequences in the tree do, however, suggest targets for structural 

characterization that might help to fill out the similarity path in more detail. As a case in point, 

the identification of Linker 1 led to our targeting of that protein for structural characterization 

(PDB 5UIF) (58), allowing us to include it in the structure-guided alignment shown in Figure 2.5  

2.3.7. Additional linkers among other TSF subgroups  

Further studies to gain insight about structure-function relationships across the TSF 

would undoubtedly benefit from studying a larger context that includes all of the subgroups. For 

the work reported here, the extreme sequence diversity among the five TSF subgroups along 

with the scarcity of structures across the superfamily prevented creation of a high confidence 

MSA sufficient to support phylogenetic reconstruction of the entire superfamily. 

Characterization of additional structures that better sample all of the TSF subgroups would aid in 

generating a TSF-wide MSA. In the future, the addition of more TSF sequences from 
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metagenomic data may also contribute to creation of a statistically significant superfamily-wide 

tree.  

In addition to linkers between the 4-OT and cis-CaaD subgroups, the representative SSN 

shown in Figure 2.2 hints at additional putative links among other TSF subgroups, although the 

significance of these few linking edges is uncertain without further analysis such as reported here 

for the 4-OT and cis-CaaD linker set. As a next step toward expanding this larger context beyond 

the 4-OT and cis-CaaD subgroups, we used the currently available structures to compute a 

structure similarity network across the TSF. As structure similarity can be identified at greater 

levels of sequence diversity than can be achieved from sequence comparisons (59). Based on this 

network, an initial, albeit cursory view of those subgroup relationships is shown in Figure 2.8.  

 

Figure 2.8 Structure similarity network of the TSF. Each node represents a single structure, colored by subgroup 
as in Figure 2.2. The threshold for drawing edges between structures is a TM-Align score of 0.8. (A TM-align score 
of 0.5 is suggested to be statistically significant (60).) This network contains 48 structures for which the PDB 
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accession codes are listed in A.16. Labeled nodes refer to proteins identified in the 4-OT/cis-CaaD linker set shown 
in Figure 2.5.  

This network reveals connections between subgroups that are not readily apparent from 

the TSF SSN (Figure 2.2). Especially interesting, two of the key structural connections linking 

the 4-OT and cis-CaaD subgroups, Fused 4-OT and Linker 2, also exhibit multiple links to the 

MIF and MSAD subgroups, as well as links between the cis-CaaD subgroup and MIF and 

MSAD subgroups. Thus, the structure similarity network extends the context by which we can 

hypothesize linkers among most of the subgroups, with the CHMI subgroup currently 

representing an outlier subgroup, (as was also found in the SSN (Figure 2.2)). We speculate that 

the central position of Fused 4-OT and Linker 2 in the structure similarity network offers a 

starting point for new studies aimed at addressing the evolution of the contemporary TSF 

subgroups from an ancient scaffold.  

The 4-OT� composed of short single β−α−β domain proteins do not connect with the 

Fused 4-OT structure node or with linker 2 in Figure 2.8. As with the phylogenetic tree, the 

lower information content of the 4-OTs complicates interpretation of their relationships to other 

linkers and subgroups in the structure similarity network and likely results in its separation in the 

layout shown in the figure. Thus, we cannot easily interpret the relationship between the short 4-

OTs and the Fused 4-OTs with other linker sequences from either the sequence or structural 

similarity network. This issue is also reflected in and addressed in different ways in other 

analyses presented in this work.  

2.4 Summary 

The results of this analysis show, for the first time, a global view of structure-function 

relationships across the TSF. As with other superfamilies that have been computationally 
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characterized in recent years, a large majority of the TSF members have not been experimentally 

characterized in any way, so that generating high confidence functional hypotheses for 

unknowns based on similarity to the few available “knowns” remains difficult and likely to be 

plagued by high levels of misannotation (61). Surprisingly, our global analysis of known TSF 

sequences reveals that about 3% of the superfamily sequences lack an N-terminal proline, raising 

important questions about the long-held assumption that a Pro-1 residue is required for catalytic 

activity. Guided by structure-based alignments, we identify “linker” sequences that best connect 

active site variations between the 4-OT and cis-CaaD subgroups, providing an indication of 

structural “transitions” that may distinguish the different reaction classes in each. The type of 

linker analysis described in this work offers a more information-rich strategy to compare 

variations between contemporary homologous proteins, providing more detailed information and 

contributing to biological and mechanistic insight in ways that are not so accessible from simple 

pairwise comparisons. Phylogenetic reconstruction of these linker relationships is consistent with 

the network-based linker analyses. Finally, structure-based identification of links among most of 

the TSF subgroups defined in this work provides new directions for examining how each 

subgroup may have evolved in different ways to produce new catalytic and biological functions.  

2.5 Experimental Procedures 

2.5.1.1 Sequence Data Collection  

The tautomerase superfamily (TSF) has sequence entries annotated as tautomerases in 

many of the major protein databases. InterPro (62) identifies the TSF by the following 

signatures: IPR028116, IPR001398, IPR015017, IPR004220, and IPR014347. These sequences 

were added to the Structure-Function Linkage Database (SFLD) (2) on August 16, 2016. 
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Following removal of redundant sequences, a final, non-redundant set of 11,395 sequences was 

used for further analyses.  

2.5.1.2 Construction of Sequence Similarity Networks  

Sequence similarity networks were constructed for the TSF according to algorithms from 

the Pythoscape software (36), tailored for use with the SFLD and its hardware environment. Two 

types of SSNs were computed: a one-sequence-per-node network (also called a 100% identity 

network) and representative SSNs. For the former, the sequences were pairwise compared in an 

all-by-all manner using the BLAST algorithm (63) with an edge recorded if BLAST reported an 

alignment with an E-value more significant than 10-5. For the figures provided in this work, 

edges were further pruned by thresholding the E-value score at which edges were drawn The 

representative networks were built using the same BLAST data, but each node represents one or 

more TSF sequences identified by the CD-Hit algorithm (64) at a pairwise percent identity value 

as reported for each SSN figure. This reduction of many similar nodes into single representative 

nodes allowed creation of representative networks that could be analyzed at several levels of 

detail based on the percent identity cutoff chosen for binning sequences in each representative 

node. For this study, large networks were generated for the TSF using percent identity cutoffs at 

≥50%; for smaller subgroups or subsets of TSF sequences SSNs were computed using ≥90%, or 

100% pairwise identity cutoffs. For each percent identity cutoff, the number of sequences in the 

representative nodes can be highly variable, as reported in the text. A representative edge 

between each pair of representative nodes was recorded if the one-sequence-per-node network 

recorded any edges between sequences in one representative node with sequences in the other. 

The score for each representative edge was computed as the geometric mean of the BLAST E-
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value scores of all recorded one-sequence-per-node edges between the connected representative 

nodes.  

Networks were analyzed using a thresholded approach such that edges were drawn 

between each pair of nodes if the similarity between those sequences was better than a statistical 

significance threshold chosen to illustrate the similarity relationships in the SSN at different 

levels of detail. The edge metric used for these comparisons was the BLAST E-value (used as a 

score (35)). This thresholded approach allowed examination of SSNs across a range of E-values. 

For the network(s) shown in the 50% representative network depicted in Figure 2.2 (and in 

Figures 2.3, 2.4A, and 2.5) the set of thresholds (E-value scores) was manually examined 

(between 10-2 to 10-20) to identify a threshold estimated to be near optimal for displaying the 

relationships in each SSN. All of the networks shown in this work were visualized in Cytoscape 

(65), using the Organic layout. The length of edges using this layout correlates with order of 

connectivity, and generally track with dissimilarity (35). Note: The representative nodes 

comprising the MIF subgroup in the SSN figures presented Figures 2.2, 2.3, 2.4A, and 2.5 were 

moved slightly because they were overlaid on an edge connecting the MSAD and 4-OT 

subgroups, giving the erroneous inference that that edge also connected to the MIF subgroup. As 

edges visualized with the Organic layout do not directly denote similarity distance but instead 

correlate with the number of pairwise connections between nodes, this manipulation does not 

alter the quantitative representation of the data.  

2.5.1.3 Division of the TSF into subgroups based on sequence similarity  

An optimal threshold of 10-11 was chosen for subgrouping the sequences of the TSF into 

Level 1 subgroups in which the similarities in each were greater within each subgroup than 

between subgroups. The degree to which each subgroup is distinct from other subgroups (at the 
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E-value threshold at which it was visualized) was verified using MSAs and HMMs (37) as 

described in the text. Sequence clusters that were too small or too diverse for generation of a 

useful MSA and HMM were not further named or classified.  

As the diversity of the Level 1 4-OT subgroup was too great to allow creation of a single 

high quality MSA depicting the entire subgroup, these sequences were further subgrouped 

guided by a new and more detailed representative network generated from the Level 1 4-OT 

subgroup. Each representative node was comprised of the 4-OT sequences binned at ≥90% 

pairwise identical. This network is visualized at an E-value threshold of 10-18 and shown in 

Supplemental Figure 6. Using a procedure similar to that described for generation of the Level 1 

subgroups, four of the largest clusters were defined as Level 2 subgroups (denoted in the SFLD 

as Groups 1-4 and listed below the Level 1 4-OT subgroup). MSAs and HMMs for these Level 2 

subgroups verified their distinctness using a similar procedure to that used to validate the Level 1 

subgroups.  

2.5.1.4 Construction of the Structure Similarity Network  

In analogy to sequence similarity networks, a structural similarity network for the TSF 

was created using the TM-Align algorithm (66) to perform pairwise comparisons among a non-

redundant set of TSF structures (Supplemental File 1). The crystal structures used for input to 

TM-Align were identified by searching the PDB using Pfam (67) signatures PF14832, PF01187, 

PF08921, PF02962, PF01361, and PF14552. The resulting networks were then visualized in 

Cytoscape. A cutoff score of 0.5 or higher is considered to be statistically significant by the 

authors of the TM-Align algorithm (60). A cutoff score ≥ 0.8 was used for Figure 2.8, well above 

the 0.5 score. To aid in comparing the topologies of the SSN and the structure similarity 
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network, the 0.8 cutoff was chosen to match to the extent possible the subgroup boundaries used 

in visualizing the Level 1 SSN.  

2.5.1.5 Creation of HMMs  

An MSA was generated for each named Level 1 and Level 2 subgroup using Clustal 

Omega (68) and manually refined. HMMs were created using HMMER 3 (69). These subgroup-

specific HMMs were mapped to the relevant representative networks to enable visual estimation 

of how well each captured the representative nodes of the subgroup and the degree to which each 

overlapped with other subgroups.  

2.5.1.6 Identification of TSF members without an N-terminal Proline  

Computational analysis of the 11,395 non-redundant sequences for those without an N-

terminal Met-Pro yielded 2,296 sequences. The 495 eukaryotic sequences were removed leaving 

1801 prokaryotic sequences. Manual examination of these sequences for a correctly annotated 

start codon in frame with a ribosome binding site (RBS) resulted in the set of 346 sequences 

without an N-terminal proline. An explanation and examples of the manual curation process are 

provided in Supplemental Figure 15.  

2.5.1.7 Identification of linkers  

Two edges were observed in the 50% representative network (Figure 2.2) that connect the 

founder 4-OT and cis-CaaD subgroups. These two linking edges are defined by an almost 

identical mean BLAST E-value of 10-11.015 and 10-11.111, respectively. One sequence from each 

representative node connected by the edge defined by a geometric mean BLAST E-value of 10-

11.015 was selected for experimental characterization. The representative node in the founder 4-

OT subgroup contains only one sequence (Linker 2: UniProt F4GMX9). The representative node 
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in the cis-CaaD subgroup contains three sequences. The best representative of these sequences 

(Linker 1: UniProt K9NIA5) was identified by creating an MSA and HMM for that subgroup, 

and then selecting the sequence that scored highest against that HMM. Both proteins, designated 

respectively Linker 1 and Linker 2, were structurally characterized (see Structure 

characterization section below). The representative nodes for the second edge connecting the 4-

OT and cis-CaaD subgroups from the 50% network were named N1 and N2. N1 and N2 were 

included in the linker control experiment (Supplemental Figure 13) and N1 was included in the 

phylogenetic tree, as described below. Within the 4-OT and cis-CaaD subgroups, the nodes 

containing Fused 4-OT (PDB: 6BLM) and CgX (a cis-CaaD homologue from Corynebacterium 

glutamicum of unknown function (33)) (PDB: 3N4G) were identified as linkers that connect the 

representative nodes of Linker 2 and Linker 1 to those that contain the founder 4-OT (PDB: 

1BJP) and cis-CaaD (PDB: 2FLZ) proteins, respectively.  

2.5.1.8 Creation of linker control networks  

To determine the number of individual edges included in the representative nodes of the 

linker set, we constructed a 90% representative network (not shown) including all members of 

the cis-CaaD and 4-OT subgroups represented in Figure 2.2. Twenty-five edges were observed 

that link 16 representative nodes in the founder 4-OT subgroup to 13 representative nodes in the 

cis-CaaD subgroup (generating a total of 29 representative linker nodes between the two 

subgroups at this threshold). The geometric mean BLAST E-value of these 25 representative 

edges ranged from 10-11.015 to 10-13.046. The first neighbor nodes (one hop out) of these 29 

representative nodes, along with their first neighbor representative nodes of these representative 

nodes were selected (in total, two hops out from the 29 linker representative nodes). A one 

sequence per node network was then generated from the selected representative linker nodes 
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composed of 2,761 non-redundant sequences, as shown in Supplemental Figure 13. Forty-eight 

edges were observed that link 31 nodes from the founder 4-OT subgroup to 17 nodes in the cis-

CaaD subgroup. The BLAST E-value of these 48 edges ranged from 10-11.046 to 10-13.046, 

indicating that multiple statistically significant edges link the 4-OT and cis-CaaD subgroups.  

2.5.1.9 Structure characterization  

The details for the crystallization and structure determination of Fused 4-OT and Linker 2 

(inactivated by the irreversible inhibitor, 2-oxo-3-pentynoate (29), will be reported in a future 

publication. Briefly, crystals were obtained by the sitting drop vapor-diffusion method at room 

temperature. X-ray diffraction data were collected at the Advanced Light Source beamline 5.0.3 

(ALS, Berkeley, CA) with a wavelength of 0.97741 Å (Fused 4-OT) or 0.97641 Å (Linker 2) at 

100 K. Structures were determined using molecular replacement where the Linker 2 (inactivated 

by 2-oxo-3-pentynoate) structure (PDB entry 5UNQ, 40% sequence identity) was used for Fused 

4-OT and the 4-OT structure (PDB entry 1BJP, 37% and 38% sequence identity with the N-

terminal and C-terminal sequence, respectively) was used for Linker 2 inactivated by 2-oxo-3-

pentynoate. The Linker 2 structure showed modified and unmodified active sites in different 

chains (of three chains per biological unit). The unmodified chain of Linker 2 was used in 

guiding the construction of the MSA shown in Figure 2.5 as well as in the structure similarity 

network shown in Figure 2.8. Both structures were deposited in the PDB: Fused 4-OT, 6BLM; 

Linker 2, 5UNQ.  

2.5.1.10 Creation of the structure-guided alignment 

Chimera (70) was used to make a structure guided MSA for the founder 4-OT and cis-

CaaD sequences with the Fused 4-OT, CgX, and linker protein sequences. Structures used were 

founder 4-OT (PDB: 1BJP), Fused 4-OT (6BLM), Linker 2 (PDB: 5UNQ), Linker 1 (PDB: 
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5UIF), CgX (PDB: 3N4G), and cis-CaaD (PDB: 2FLZ). Chimera’s MatchMaker tool was used 

to align the structures, using CgX (PDB: 3N4G) as the reference structure  

2.5.1.11 Phylogenetic tree construction of the 4-OT and cis-CaaD subgroups 

As the time requirement for computation of phylogenetic trees can become unrealistic for 

highly diverse sequence sets, the 90% representative network made up of 3,006 representative 

nodes was pruned to provide a more realistic number of sequences for generating the tree. This 

was achieved by first generating a 70% identity representative network composed of 1,496 

representative nodes that included all the sequences from the 4-OT and cis-CaaD subgroups. 

First neighbor nodes (one hop out) of the 70% representative nodes containing Linker 1, Linker 

2, linkers N1 and N2 were selected resulting in a total of 121 representative nodes. Subsequently, 

the sequence with the highest score to the associated HMM created for each respective 

representative node was selected for inclusion in the tree. From this set of 121 sequences, the 63 

sequences composed of fused β-α-β-subdomains (sequence length >110) were selected to be 

used in the phylogenetic tree.  

A structure-guided MSA of these 63 sequences was generated using Chimera. Chimera’s 

MatchMaker tool was used to align the structures, using cis-CaaD (PDB: 2FLZ) as the reference 

structure. To create the MSA, the shortest path on the 90% representative network was calculated 

between the linker nodes of the 4-OT and cis-CaaD subgroups and the sequences representing 

Linker 1, Linker 2 or Fused 4-OT. That is, the subset of those 63 sequences that belonged to the 

cis-CaaD subgroup in the 90% representative network, were aligned to a superposition of the 

structures of CgX and cis-CaaD. Similarly, the remainder of these 63 sequences, which belonged 

to the 4-OT subgroup, was aligned to a superposition of the structures of Fused 4-OT, and Linker 
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2. Once this MSA was constructed, it was realigned using MUSCLE (71) to better resolve 

gapped regions and alignment of variable regions among the sequences near the C-termini.  

This structure-guided MSA (Supplementary Figure S14) was used as input for computing 

the tree, which was calculated using the Mr Bayes software (72). The tree was calculated using 

one Metropolis–coupled mcmc chains from 2 runs using 1,000,000 generations, sampled every 

100 generations. The tree was visualized via FigTree using the radial layout (available from 

http://tree.bio.ed.ac.uk/software/figtree/).  

2.5.1.12 Kinetic analysis of linkers  

The substrates were prepared and kinetic parameters were determined as described 

elsewhere (30). Nonlinear regression data analysis was performed using the program Grafit 

(Erithacus Software Ltd., Staines, U.K.). Linker 1, Linker 2, and Fused 4-OT were produced by 

tailoring a previous protocol as needed to obtain sufficient amounts of soluble protein at the 

purity required for kinetic measurements (30). The genes encoding Linker 1 from Pseudomonas 

sp. UW4 (UniProt K9NIA5), Linker 2 from Pusillimonas sp. (strain T7-7) (UniProt F4GMX9) 

and Fused 4-OT from Burkholderia lata (strain ATCC 17760) (UniProt Q392K7) were codon-

optimized for their separate expression in E. coli, synthesized and cloned into the expression 

vector pJ411 by DNA2.0, Inc., now A TUM (Newark, CA).  
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Chapter 3. Curation of the Tautomerase Superfamily 

3.1 Introduction 

A Superfamily is a set of evolutionarily related proteins with a shared chemical capability 

that maps to a set of conserved active site features. They can be highly divergent and catalyze 

many overall reactions with different mechanisms. Such superfamilies are termed functionally or 

mechanistically diverse and tend to exhibit complicated structure-function relationships. In the 

Structure Function Linkage Database (SFLD), developed by the Babbitt lab, these superfamilies 

are the focus of the Core Superfamily set . The SFLD describes superfamilies in a hierarchical 

manner. The family is the finest level of detail, at which all proteins are often closely related and 

all perform the same overall chemistry using the same mechanistic strategy. However, 

sometimes proteins in the same family are very diverse, likely not participating in the same 

overall chemistry or mechanistic strategy. In the subgroup (sometimes referred to as a Level-1 

subgroup), which is the least granular level of detail, we place sequences that are more similar to 

one another than they are to sequences in another subgroup. Here, Level-1 subgroups of the TSF 

are presented as well as Level-2 subgrouping of a Level-1 subgroup. 
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Figure 3.1 The Tautomerase superfamily in the SFLD. The Tautomerase Superfamily is presented as part of the 
core SFLD, comprised of 14,945 enzyme functional domains and 5 subgroups. 
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3.1 Level-1 Subgroups 

3.1.1. 4-Oxalocrotonate Tautomerase 

 
Figure 3.2 SFLD page for the 4-oxalocrotonate tautomerase subgroup. 
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3.1.2. 5-(carboxymethyl)-2-Hydroxymuconate Isomerase 

 
Figure 3.3 SFLD page for the 5-(carboxymethyl)-2-hydroxymuconate isomerase subgroup. 
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3.1.3. cis-3-Chloroacrylic Acid Dehalogenase Subgroup 

 
Figure 3.4 SFLD page for the cis-3-chloroacrylic acid dehalogenase subgroup 
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3.1.4. Macrophage Migration Inhibitory Factor Subgroup 

 
Figure 3.5 SFLD page for the macrophage migration inhibitory factor subgroup 
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3.1.5. Malonate Semialdehyde Decarboxylase Subgroup 

 

Figure 3.6 SFLD page for the malonate semialdehyde decarboxylase subgroup. 
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Level-2 Subgroups 

3.1.6. 4-Oxalocrotonate Tautomerase – Group 1 

 
Figure 3.7 SFLD page for Group 1 of the oxalocrotonate tautomerase subgroup 
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3.1.7. 4-Oxalocrotonate Tautomerase – Group 2 

 
Figure 3.8 SFLD page for Group 2 of the oxalocrotonate tautomerase subgroup 
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3.1.8. 4-Oxalocrotonate Tautomerase – Group 3 

 
Figure 3.9 SFLD page for Group 4 of the oxalocrotonate tautomerase subgroup 
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3.1.9. 4-Oxalocrotonate Tautomerase – Group 4 

 
Figure 3.10 SFLD page for Group 4 of the oxalocrotonate tautomerase subgroup 
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Chapter 4. Conclusion 

As the amount of genomic data continues to grow and we in the scientific community 

continue to probe the functional relationships of mechanistically diverse enzyme superfamilies, 

the types of analysis shown in this work will become increasingly important. For example, the 

linker-guided strategy employed in this study can be used in the future analysis of other 

superfamilies to probe the sequence/structure/function transitions. For the first time a global 

view of the structure function relationships in the Tautomerase Superfamily is provided, 

revealing new insights and an initial set of hypothesis with some experimental validation. The 

scientific community can now build on these hypothesis in an iterative way, building additional 

insights about sequence/structure/function across the superfamily. The classification and 

interactive networks are readily available online on the Structure Function Linkage Database 

(http://sfld.rbvi.ucsf.edu/django/superfamily/159/). In this manner, other experimentalists in the 

community can easily access and iterate on the data. In this genomic age, this iterative network-

based approach to generating functional hypothesis will become increasingly important to probe 

at and expand the limits of our knowledge about well-studied and new superfamilies. 
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Appendix A. Supplemental Information for Chapter 2 

 

Figure A.1 Oligomeric organization in the TSF. A. The three levels of structure for the founder 4-OT. The 62-
amino acid monomer (left) showing the β-α-β-motif, the signature fold of the tautomerase superfamily. Monomers 
stack in an antiparallel fashion to yield a dimer (middle), which then make up the active homohexamer (right). B. 
Schematic representation of the same three structures. C. The four distinct patterns observed for the experimentally 
characterized members of the TSF. 1. Homohexamer, which includes the ‘short’ tautomerases such as the founder 4-
OT. 2. Heterohexamer, which includes the hh4-OT and CaaD. Each heterohexamer is composed of three α,β dimers, 
where the α- and β-subunit fold into a β-α-β-motif, but are not identical in sequence. 3. Trimer, which includes 
‘long’ members of the cis-CaaD-, MIF-, MSAD- and CHMI-subgroups. Note that the monomers in each of these 
trimers are identical in sequence, but the two β-α-β-motifs within each monomer are not. 4. Homodimer, which 
includes YdcE, a 4-OT homolog from E. coli.  
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Figure A.2 Mapping of the Level 1 cis-CaaD HMM to the Level 1 cis-CaaD subgroup. Details and color for this 
SSN are as in Figure 2.2 except that yellow designates each representative node that contains at least one sequence 
for which its cognate HMM hits this subgroup at an HMM hit score of 1e-20. Nodes that retain the original cyan 
color of the cis-CaaD subgroup were missed by the HMM trained on this subgroup. The large labeled nodes indicate 
representative nodes that link the 4-OT and cis-CaaD subgroups as described in the section ““Linkers” between cis-
CaaD and 4-OT subgroup identify structural transitions between them.” The representative node of founder 4-OT 
was colored dark blue for consistency with Figure 2.5, and was not matched by any subgroup HMM other than that 
generated for the 4-OT level 2 subgroup 1 (see Figure A.7).  
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Figure A.3 Mapping of the Level 1 MSAD HMM to the Level 1 MSAD subgroup. Details and color for this 
SSN are as in Figure 2.2 except that yellow designates each representative node that contains at least one sequence 
for which its cognate HMM hits this subgroup or other subgroups at an HMM hit score of 1e-14. Nodes that retain 
the original magenta color of the MSAD subgroup were missed by the HMM trained on this subgroup. The large 
labeled nodes indicate representative nodes that link the 4-OT and cis-CaaD subgroups as described in the section 
““Linkers” between cis-CaaD and 4-OT subgroup identify structural transitions between them.” The representative 
node of founder 4-OT was colored dark blue for consistency with Figure 2.5, and was not matched by any subgroup 
HMM other than that generated for the 4-OT level 2 subgroup 1 (see Figure A.7).  
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Figure S3.  Mapping of the Level 1 MSAD HMM to the Level 1 MSAD subgroup. Details and color 
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Figure A.4 Mapping of the Level 1 CHMI HMM to the Level 1 CHMI subgroup. Details and color for this SSN 
are as in Figure 2.2 except that yellow designates each representative node that contains at least one sequence for 
which its cognate HMM hits this subgroup at an HMM hit score of 1e-10. Nodes that retain the original dark blue 
color of the CHMI subgroup (only the representative founder 4-OT node) were missed by the HMM trained on this 
subgroup. The large labeled nodes indicate representative nodes that link the 4-OT and cis-CaaD subgroups as 
described in the section ““Linkers” between cis-CaaD and 4-OT subgroup identify structural transitions between 
them.” The representative node of founder 4-OT was colored dark blue for consistency with Figure 2.5, and was not 
matched by any subgroup HMM other than that generated for the 4-OT level 2 subgroup 1 (see Figure A.7).  
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Figure A.5 Mapping of the Level 1 MIF HMM to the Level 1 MIF subgroup. Details and color for this SSN are 
as in Figure 2.2 except that yellow designates each representative node that contains at least one sequence for which 
its cognate HMM hits this subgroup or other subgroups at an HMM hit score of 1e-11. Nodes that retain the original 
green color of the MIF subgroup were missed by the HMM trained on this subgroup. The large labeled nodes 
indicate representative nodes that link the 4-OT and cis-CaaD subgroups as described in the section ““Linkers” 
between cis-CaaD and 4-OT subgroup identify structural transitions between them.” The representative node of 
founder 4-OT was colored dark blue for consistency with Figure 2.5, and was not matched by any subgroup HMM 
other than that generated for the 4-OT level 2 subgroup 1 (see Figure A.7).  
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Figure A.6 90% sequence identity per node network of Level 2 subgroups of the Level 1 4-OT subgroup. 
2,580 network nodes represent 4,530 4-OT like proteins colored by level-2 subgroups. The threshold for drawing 
edges between representative nodes is 1e-18. Gray nodes designate nodes that have not been assigned to a level-2 
subgroup. HMMs have been generated for subgroup 1 (red), subgroup 2 (green), subgroup 3 (magenta) and 
subgroup 4 (cyan). The founder 4-OT and the linker Fused-4-OT proteins belong to the Level 2 subgroup 1, as 
indicated by the labeled large nodes.  
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Figure A.7 HMM mapping of the Level 2 subgroup 1 to the Level 1 4-OT subgroup. Details and color as in 
Figure A.6 except that yellow designates each representative node that contains at least one sequence for which its 
cognate HMM hits this subgroup at an HMM hit score of 1e-24. Nodes that retain the original red color of Level 2 
subgroup 1 were missed by the HMM trained on this subgroup. Yellow nodes that are not part of this subgroup are 
also matched by this HMM at the HMM hit score.  
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Figure S7. HMM mapping of the Level 2 subgroup 1 to the Level 1 4-OT subgroup. Details and 

color as in Figure S6 except that yellow designates each representative node that contains at least one 

sequence for which its cognate HMM hits this subgroup at an HMM hit score of 1e-24. Nodes that retain 

the original red color of Level 2 subgroup 1 were missed by the HMM trained on this subgroup. Yellow 

nodes that are not part of this subgroup are also matched by this HMM at the HMM hit score. 
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Figure A.8 HMM mapping of the Level 2 subgroup 2 to the Level 1 4-OT subgroup. Details and color as in 
Figure A.6 except that yellow designates each representative node that contains at least one sequence for which its 
cognate HMM hits this subgroup with an HMM hit score of 1e-23. Nodes that retain the original green color of Level 
2 subgroup 2 were missed by the HMM trained on this subgroup. Yellow nodes that are not part of this subgroup are 
also matched by this HMM at the HMM hit score.  
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Figure S8. HMM mapping of the Level 2 subgroup 2 to the Level 1 4-OT subgroup. Details and 

color as in Figure S6 except that yellow designates each representative node that contains at least one 

sequence for which its cognate HMM hits this subgroup with an HMM hit score of 1e-23. Nodes that retain 

the original green color of Level 2 subgroup 2 were missed by the HMM trained on this subgroup. Yellow 

nodes that are not part of this subgroup are also matched by this HMM at the HMM hit score.  
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Figure A.9 HMM mapping of the Level 2 subgroup 3 to the Level 1 4-OT subgroup. Details and color as in 
Figure A.6 except that yellow designates each representative node that contains at least one sequence for which its 
cognate HMM hits this with an HMM hit score of 1e-25. Nodes that retain the original magenta color of Level 2 
subgroup 3 were missed by the HMM trained on this subgroup. Yellow nodes that are not part of this subgroup are 
matched by this HMM at the HMM hit score. 
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Figure S9. HMM mapping of the Level 2 subgroup 3 to the Level 1 4-OT subgroup. Details and 

color as in Figure S6 except that yellow designates each representative node that contains at least one 

sequence for which its cognate HMM hits this with an HMM hit score of 1e-25. Nodes that retain the 

original magenta color of Level 2 subgroup 3 were missed by the HMM trained on this subgroup. Yellow 

nodes that are not part of this subgroup are matched by this HMM at the HMM hit score. 
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Figure A.10 HMM mapping of the Level 2 subgroup 4 to the Level 1 4-OT subgroup. Details and color as in 
Figure A.6 except that yellow designates each representative node that contains at least one sequence for which its 
cognate HMM hits this subgroup with an HMM hit score of 1e-22. Nodes that retain the original cyan color of Level 
2 subgroup 4 were missed by the HMM trained on this subgroup. Yellow nodes that are not part of this subgroup are 
also matched by this HMM at the HMM hit score. 
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Figure S10. HMM mapping of the Level 2 subgroup 4 to the Level 1 4-OT subgroup. Details and 

color as in Figure S6 except that yellow designates each representative node that contains at least one 

sequence for which its cognate HMM hits this subgroup with an HMM hit score of 1e-22. Nodes that retain 

the original cyan color of Level 2 subgroup 4 were missed by the HMM trained on this subgroup. Yellow 

nodes that are not part of this subgroup are also matched by this HMM at the HMM hit score. 
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Figure A.11 Length histogram of 11,395 non-redundant protein sequences in the TSF. The histogram is 
composed of stacked bars colored by subgroups as in Figure 2.2. A complex pattern in sequence lengths per 
subgroup is apparent. Sequences between 58-84 residues in length, which fold into a single β-α-β-unit, largely 
belong to the 4-OT-subgroup. Sequences between 110-150 residues in length are found in the other subgroups and 
fold into two fused β-α-β-units. There is “crosstalk” between these two populations, most notably the Fused 4-OTs. 
These proteins are part of the 4-OT subgroup in the SSN, but have a length similar to that of two fused β-α-β-units. 
The histogram shows sequences up to 200 residues in length, but there are longer members. These may represent 
proteins with a TSF-like domain, e.g. the 1357-residue indigoidine synthase IndC from Streptomyces clavuligerus 
that has a 76-residue C-terminal 4-OT-like domain.  
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Figure S11. Length histogram of 11,395 non-redundant protein sequences in the TSF. The 

histogram is composed of stacked bars colored by subgroups as in Figure 2. A complex pattern 

in sequence lengths per subgroup is apparent. Sequences between 58-84 residues in length, 

which fold into a single β-α-β-unit, largely belong to the 4-OT-subgroup. Sequences between 

110-150 residues in length are found in the other subgroups and fold into two fused β-α-β-units. 

There is “crosstalk” between these two populations, most notably the Fused 4-OTs.  These 

proteins are part of the 4-OT subgroup in the SSN, but have a length similar to that of two fused 

β-α-β-units. The histogram shows sequences up to 200 residues in length, but there are longer 

members. These may represent proteins with a TSF-like domain, e.g. the 1357-residue 

indigoidine synthase IndC from Streptomyces clavuligerus that has a 76-residue C-terminal 4-

OT-like domain.  
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Figure A.12 Non-Pro-1 Frequencies in the TSF. Histogram showing the frequency of residues in place of Pro-1 in 
the curated set of bacterial non-Pro-1 sequences (346 in total). Serine (109), isoleucine (92), alanine (80), valine 
(24), glycine (17), threonine (14), leucine (8), and glutamine (2).  
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Figure S12. Non-Pro-1 Frequencies in the TSF. Histogram showing the frequency of residues 

in place of Pro-1 in the curated set of bacterial non-Pro-1 sequences (346 in total). Serine (109), 

isoleucine (92), alanine (80), valine (24), glycine (17), threonine (14), leucine (8), and glutamine 

(2). 
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Figure A.13 Linker control network. One sequence per node network of 2,761 non-redundant sequences expanded 
from the 90% representative network of the 4-OT and cis-CaaD subgroups. The threshold for drawing edges is 1e-11. 
The positions of the linker nodes are highlighted as shown in Figure 2.5, along with the positions of two additional 
linker sequences, N1 and N2. These latter nodes refer to the second pair of representative nodes besides Linker 1 
and Linker 2 that link the 4-OT and cis-CaaD subgroups as shown in Figure 2.5. In this SSN, 48 edges link 31 nodes 
from the founder 4-OT subgroup to 17 nodes in the cis-CaaD subgroup. 
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Figure S13. Linker control network. One sequence per node network of 2,761 non-redundant 

sequences expanded from the 90% representative network of the 4-OT and cis-CaaD subgroups. 

The threshold for drawing edges is 1e-11. The positions of the linker nodes are highlighted as 

shown in Figure 5, along with the positions of two additional linker sequences, N1 and N2. 

These latter nodes refer to the second pair of representative nodes besides Linker 1 and Linker 2 

that link the 4-OT and cis-CaaD subgroups as shown in Figure 5. In this SSN, 48 edges link 31 

nodes from the founder 4-OT subgroup to 17 nodes in the cis-CaaD subgroup.   
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Figure A.14 MSA of sequences used to calculate the phylogenetic tree.  
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Figure S14. MSA of sequences used to calculate the phylogenetic tree.  
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PVYMVYVSQDR L TPSAKHAVAKA I TDAHRGL TGTQH F LAQVN FNEQPAGNV F LGGV - - - - - - QQGG - D T I

P TY TCWSQR I R I SREAKQR I AEA I TDAHHE LAHAPKY LVQV I FNEVEPDSY F I AAQ - - - - - - SASE - NH I

P LYECQTVKGT LSERQRQS LAES I TS I H TRE TGAPASYVHV L FKE LEPGSA F TAGQ - - - - - - VA TP - - - A

PYV T I SA TEG - LSAEKKKQL LERSSDAVVQS I GAP LASVRVMLHE LPGGHY LNAGQ - - - - - - - - FN TPGL

P T LEV F LPAG - HDDARKAE L I AR L TGA TVDS I GAP I ESVRV L L TE LPA TH I GLGGR - - - SAADGAPPS LP

P LY I CNAKAGAVPENAKAK I AEDV TR I HCEV TDAPP T FVHV F - - - - - - - - H FADGP - - - - - MPP LGDKQV

P LYS I L TQAGMLDQNAKVE LAEK L TA LHCEYAGVPANWVH I I FQDYR TGDGF I AGK - - - - - - PAA T - - - T

PV I VCECKVG - I EAGVKAK I ASE F TSA I RE I I LSP LD L I SVV FHES TPEN TYRSGE - - - - - - P TSE - - - T

PV I QCHNRAG - LD LE TKAQLAEE I TRDVHE I VKSPND L I SV I FSD LPAES TYRNGQ - - - - - - A TNE - - - T

PV I QCENRAG - FAPDVKAK LADE I TAVVRDV I KSPMD L I SV I FHD LPPES TYRSGA - - - - - - P TDE - - - T

P I I VCN TRAG - LDVDVKRK I AKA I T I AVNE T I KSP LE I I SVV FND LSSESSYVGGE - - - - - - PGGD - - - T

P L I MCY TRAG - LDVGTKAK LAAA I TDKVHE T I KSD FYH I SV I FDD LASESSYVAGK - - - - - - AGND - - - T

P T LEVY LPQG - YADERKAQL I ES L TEA TVQA I GAPAESVRV L LSE LGA TNAGLGGK - - - - - - - L TPAA LP

P T I HAH I TAG - PSAQQKSA L LQAASQAVVES LGAP LRSVR LMLHDVARED I VVGGE - - - - - - - - VGRESV

P I LN I Q I MQG - H TDSEK TA L LENA TRAVEAS I GAPVQS I R I V LEEVDARNV I VAGK - - - - - - - - LGHPMA

P I LNVQ I LQG - HSAAQKAA L LKAASNAVVES I AAP LPSVR I V LQEVPAEHV I VAGE - - - - - - - - I GKRMA

P I LNVQ I MQG - YAPSAK TA L LKS LSQAVVDS I GAPVASVR I T LAEVDAGHV I VAGE - - - - - - - - LGKDMA

P L LNVQ I MQG - HQPAQKSA L LAAACQAVVDS I GAP LASVRVV LEEVPAAHV I VAGE - - - - - - - - LGRQMA

PMY T I V I QSGSVDE TAKAS LAAE I TA LHVE LSAVPKDWVHVV FQEYAPGSGFNAGE - - - - - - - - AG - P LV

PYYR F TVP TGNA T LAHRAEVAAAV TRVHSEV TGAPARYVHC T F I EVPPGSV FVAGE - - - - - - PVEG - - - P

PVY TC T TAVE T L TPSSKAA LA TE I TR I HSEVNHVPS TY I NVV FQE LPAEDVY TDAR - - - - - - PAQP - - - L

P T LEV F LPAG - HDDARKAE L I AR LSGA TVDA I GAP I ESVRV L L TE LPA TH I GLGGR - - - TAADGAPPS LP

P T LQ I H LAQG - HDASQKAA L I AA LSHA TVEA L TVP I ESVR I M I EDYAA I DHGAAGNAVPAAASRAEAPSP

P I Y TC T T TES T L T TD TR TA LAGE I TR LHSA I NHVPS TYVNVV FHE LPADA I Y TDGR - - - - - - PAAP - - - V

PVYGV T T TRG I VSDEQKAD LAAE I TR I HSSV TGAPSS FVHVV F TE LPEANV F TDSA - - - - - - PSRP - - - L

P I Y TC T TAQGT LKAGAKGE LAAE I TR I HAE I NHVPPAYVNVV FSE LPQDSVYVGGE - - - - - - PGAP - - - L

P I Y TC TCVQGS LPSDVKDGLAAE I TR I HAD I NGVPPDYVNVV F TE TPRENVYVGGR - - - - - - PGTP - - - L

PVY TC T TVRS T LSAD TKAD LAAEV TR I HSM I NHVPGTYVNVV FHE LAPDEVY TGGH - - - - - - PAQP - - - L

P T I EA F I AEG - YSHRQKHD L I EAMTHAVVDA I DAP I DS I RV I LNEVA THDAG I GGK - - - - - - - - TGAA I S

AVY TC I TQEGA LSAEQRAD LAQE I TRSHVA I SGEPAS FVRV I FE TVSPNS T FSGGK - - - - - - PAVN - - - A

P TYHVSA TEGL LDDKARAR LANE I TRAHS LA TGAQS F FAQV L FHE TPKR FH FMGGK - - - - - - PVDS - EQV

PVY TV TMSRGT LNGE TKAA LAAE I T T I HSAVNHVPS TYVNV L FNE LAPSNVY TDGK - - - - - - PAHP - - - L

P LYV LYYHAGS LS FEQKQT I AKEV TDAHCAV TGAGPY FVKVA FQACERGD FY TAGD - - - - - - I DQ - - KHV

P T FVV TA TAGC LSADKKAA I ANA LV T I HS TENGVPRWCVQV I FHE I SAGNH F I GDK - - - - - - FAPA - DQL

P LYQC I TRAES L TDEVRQT I AQE F TR I HCE I TGAPAV FVHVV FNEYQPGHHY LAGK - - - - - - PES - - D T T

PVYQCYSPPGL LSESAKAR I ADE I T T I H TSA TGAPE L FVNV L FHE I PVGDC FVGRK - - - - - - - - - QASHS

P TY TV TVAN LS LSAEQKSQ I AEA I TAAHNAQTGAPR F FAQV L FYAANEGDH FVGGR - - - - - - VN TA - PQV

P LYQ I D TVKGR L TPSVKAE I ANKV TD I HCQL TGAPD T FVNVV FREY TEGDC FVARK - - - - - - PEGR - - - S

P TYA FS TAKE - L TAEQRAK LVESV TS I HQVEAAAPRY FVQV I FHK I EPGSMF I GGE - - - - - - AASP - DHV

P TY TVR TS TGR LGPDARAS LAHA I TSAH TVA TGAPGF FAQVV FEEVD TDRH FVGGT - - - - - - P I AD - E LV

P I YQCSAPVGL L TDDMKAAVA TA I TDAHVEA TGAPKA FVHV F FHE LPPG I AYSAGE - - - - - - - - LD TD I S

PVYQCVSSAGLVSADARAR I AQD I TR LHCEV TGAPAA FVNV L FSEYVSGE L F TGGQ - - - - - - PSQN - - - S

PSYAVSSRAGL I DQERRAAVAD L L T T LHRD I AVAPRY LVQV I FND LDAGA L F LAGR - - - - - - EAPE - GHV

P TYVCWTK TGR LSSEQRAQ I AKSV TE I HHEVGRAPRY FVQV I FNE LGAQSH F I GGT - - - - - - EASV - DQ I

P TY TCWSESGLVGPEQKQAVA TA L TE I HHEVAVAPRY FVQV I F TE LVPGSV F LAGQ - - - - - - PA TR - GHV

P TY TCWSK TGVVA TEARAR I AAA L TR I HYDVAAGPRY FVQV I F TE LDPDS L F I GGK - - - - - - PV TA - EHV

P TY I LKSSK LK I NK TKRD L LAKG I TR I HSKV TGANSY FAQV I FQEN I NGSHYMGGK - - - - - - PVQS - KEV

P TYVVSAAAGR FSQEEKEG I ARG I TQAHGRA TGAQGF FAQV I FHWI AADDH FVGGR - - - - - - VHDA - DHV

P TY TVMAAAGR L TDPQKRE I ARD I TRVHSEA TGAQGF FAQV I FQA I PAGDH F LGGA - - - - - - P LVS - DQL

P TYVVSAAAGR LDAQQKAR I AAG I TEAHSRA TGAQGF FAQV I FVP I AEGDH F LGGR - - - - - - P LKS - DQ I

P TYVV TAPQGR LSAQQKER I GAD I TRVHC TVASAPAY FAQV I FNDVPAGNY FVGGK - - - - - - L LQRSDHV

P TY I VSA TQN L LSPEEKKKVAKEV TRAHSQA TGAQGF FAQV I FSE I PSGSH FMGGV - - - - - - E I SA - KQ I

P TY I VS TAADR FNDE LKHR I ADG I TKAHSRA TGAQGF FAQV I FNE I PAGNH F I GGS - - - - - - P LKA - EQA

P I LQVQV TAG - RSQQQK TA F LQNA TKV I EQT LNAA LPS I R I S LQEVEQQDS I VAGQ - - - - - - - - I GAE FV

P TY TV T TAN LS LSAAQKGQ I AEA I TAAHHAA TGAPA F FAQV I FRA LENGEH F I GGK - - - - - - PNAH - PHV

P TY TV TAPSGR LNAEQKQN LA TA I TRAHHD I TGAP TY FAQV I FVEVQPGNY FVGGA - - - - - - P LAH - DQ I

P TY TC TSAEGR LSAEQKSR I ASE I TR I HAEV TGAPSY FAQV I FSEVASGNWFMGGV - - - - - - PVAH - DH I

P TYHCSARMGL LDAERKAR I ARAV T LAHAEV TGAPPH LAQV L FRDVPPQDHYVGGA - - - - - - L LEH - DHV

P TY I VRS T LPS L TAP TKQR I AQA I TAAHAD I TGAN T F FAQVV FDHAPGDDWF I GGV - - - - - - PVED - A T L

P TYYCH LPKNRVSDVDKHR LAHA I TARH TEA TGAPSWFVQVV I EEDDDK I RY LGGE - - - - - - PAGE - - H I

PSYVCSVPNGL LSDAQKQE I A TC I THSHCEA TGAPP F FVQV I I EEEGT LKRY I GA L - - - - - - A T TE - - Y I

P TYECRAPAGL LDAARRAR I AAAV TR I HRQV TGASAY FAQV I F TEVADGAWF LGGT - - - - - - P LVG - PH L

P LY T LYYPPGA F TQWEKPA I AKR I TDVHSSV TGAGA F FVKV I FVPVPAGD I FSGGK - - - - - - - - LDDQLV
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I FVHGLHREGRSAD LKGQLAQR I VDDVSVAAE I DRKH I - - WVY FGEMPAQQM - VEYGR F LPQPG - - HEGEWFDN LSSDER

I WVQA T I RSGR TEKQKEE L L LR L TQE I A L I LG I PNEEV - - WVY I TE I PGSNM - TEYGR L LMEPG - - EEEKWFNS LPEGLR

A I I RGQ I RAGRPQA TRHA I LRA I TDVYMAV TGADANAV - - VVAVVD I PASWA - ME - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

LMFVVD F I EGR TEEQRNA L I AA LSK TGTE T TG I PESDV - - RVR L LD FPKANMGMAGG I SAKAMG - - R - - - - - - - - - - - - -

PV I VA I L I AGR TDEQKRA L I AA LSE TSASV LDAP LQA T - - RVM I KD I PN TD F - G I GGQTARA LG - - R - - - - - - - - - - - - -

VMLYGQ I RHGR TDDQKAE I VSQMQASVVEH TGLAPEAV - - HV F T TD TPASWV - MEGGD I LPEPG - - EEDEWLERHNAKNH

TS L T L L I R TGR TADYKRGL L TR LWA LVQSA TGASDEE I - - V LG I HEVPPSQA - MEMGK LMPNVS - - ESPAD TQ - - - - - - -

T L I FCH I RDGRSDGAV LS LAKKVS T I WSAC TGA TEDEV - - EV LV T LYPAKYV - VRGGER LPEAP - - RV - - - - - - - - - - - -

TV I FCH I RKGR TDGA I ER L LK T I SH TYAK F TGLGLDE I - - EVAAAEYPAVH T - MRNGQL LPEPP - - I V - - - - - - - - - - - -

T L I FAH I RAGRSDEA I QS L LKS I SEAWSR I TGDSEDN I - - E LAVQQYPAK F T - MRGGRR LPEPP - - I V - - - - - - - - - - - -

T L I MCN I RAGRSDEAK L T LVKKVSA I FSDYAGVSEDR I - - E TGL LE FNPK F I - I RGGQQLPDPP - - YA - - - - - - - - - - - -

T L I I CN I RVGRSDGA I QK LSKA I SD I WHD I TQQSEDE I - - EVAVQE FQGK FV - VRGGKPMPEAP - - YA - - - - - - - - - - - -

PVA I A I L I AGR TDAQKVA L I AQLSDAMSA I LDVP LPS T - - RVM I KD I PN TD F - G I GGK TARA LG - - R - - - - - - - - - - - - -

VV FHVHM I VGRSEDQKQA L F TA L TKAASS T LGVDGENV - - RV I VQDVPN TDMGMANGVSAKN TG - - R - - - - - - - - - - - - -

A LA LVR L I AGRDEAKKA T L I AA LS LA I HAS LG I AEQD I - - RVV L TDVPN TDMGVAGGL TAKAAG - - R - - - - - - - - - - - - -

ARVDVE L I EGRDEAKKAA L I AA LNQAVCAS I D I SGEDV - - RV L LRDVPK TDMGVANGLSAKAAG - - R - - - - - - - - - - - - -

A L I I VD L I AGR TPE LKSA L I SA LNQAACES LG I SGQDV - - RVV LHDVPK TDMGVANGLSAAAAG - - R - - - - - - - - - - - - -

A LV TVDM I AGR TDEQKEA L I GA LNRAVCDS I G I DGTDV - - RVM I HDVSKANMGVANG I SARAAG - - R - - - - - - - - - - - - -

VA L TAA I RSGRSADYKHR L L TS LWT LVKGA TGA LDEQ I - - VVGLQEVGPGQA - MEMGRVMPEVD - - SNVS - - - - - - - - - -

PRMVGL I RDGR TAEVRAR L LHG I ADAWCAV TGDAKADV - - A I F LHEVPGANV - LEDGE I LPEAA - - DDPVAAHG - - - - - -

L I I RGWVRSGHPEDE TSQLVAQVAAAA TAV TG I PKERV - - LV I I ENSPAR FA - I EGGRV LPEPG - - QERAWLEAH - - - - -

PV I VA I L I AGR TDEQKRA L I AA LSDAGANV LDAP LQA T - - RV I I KD I PN TD F - G I GGQTARA LG - - R - - - - - - - - - - - - -

P I V FA L L I AGR TAAQKAA L I AQ I DRACV TV LGA TREPS - - R I F I KD I PN TD F - GLAGQTARS LG - - R - - - - - - - - - - - - -

V LVSGWTRAGHPDAE T TR LA TE I AAAV TR I AG I PAERV - - MVV FVSSPAHYA - VEGGRV LPEPG - - HEQAWI AGSG - - - -

L L I HGT TRAGRPDAEKVR LAKS I S TASSE I TGVPESRV - - LV I I TD TPAR FA - VEGGRV LPEPG - - DEDDWLDEQSN - - -

L L I SGWARRGHPQEE T TR LA LE LSAAASR I TG I PERR I - - LVV I QDSPARSA - VEGGQV LPDPG - - QEKEWLSRHEA - - -

L L I NGWARRGHPQDS T TR LA LA I AEAASR I SG I PQEHV - - MVV I LDSPARSA - VEAGRV LPDPG - - HEAEWLAAGRS - - -

L L I NGWVR TGHPEAQSSQLVAE I AAAA TRV TGVPAERV - - LVV I QNSPAH FA - I EGGRV LPAPG - - EEEAWLREQKD TD -

SVAQA F L I AGRS I EQKRR L I AGL TVVMAA LPGVDSGGV - - R I I I KD I PN TD F - G I AGQTAQS LGRG I DRSAMAAAAR - - -

AS I VG I I RS - RS TEVKAQL LND LWSMFKNV TGLSDDQL - - WVSV TE I PPSNA - ME FGA I I PEVG - - REAEWQAS LGL TKE

V FVHGH I RSGR T TDQKVK L LGD I LGSVRQV TGLDSRYV - - WI Y LSE LPPSDM - I EYGQV LPQPG - - AESAWLQA LSEEDR

L I I NGWVR TGHSDEQT TA LV TQVADAA TR I TG I PAERV - - LV I I GNSPAR FA - I EGGR I LPDPG - - QE LAWLAA T TEQSS

VR FVGYVRRGRNPARMQE L LQR LYRSVR - - VGQPDE TVD I EMHVQEADADVW- T LNGVN LPQPGSDEEQRWN TACGVPKQ

LWI HAD TRPGR T TEKK TAM I DRMVKEVS TAGGVDESY I - - WVYVNE I - - SEM - AE FGMH FPPPG - - MEGA FVAS LPVEVR

T F I AGT I RSGRS LEQRQQL LRE LSSAWHE L TGQPEEE L - - V LS I SEQDASAV - MEAGL I FPEAG - - AEAAWFEQNREK LG

SY L FGA I RHGRDAA TRQTMLRE FSRMWSRA TGQSEAE F - - LVA L TEVDPANA - MEAGLV LPEPG - - REQEWFDENRVR L T

VYVHGLVREGRS I E I KQA LMSQMLEE I AQ I VD I TAEDV - - WI Y LQD I PA TQM - I E FGR F LPAPG - - GEAEWEKGMTPEKH

S F LGGQ I RHGRSVE TRQAMLKA LRDMWVQT TGQSEAE L - - I VG I SEVDPRMV - LEAGF FMPEPG - - QEKAWFEEHHAR LA

VWVRAD I RSGR TNEQKAN I LRRVMRE TSE I LG I AEQAV - - WVY I SD I PAQGV - LE FGNV LPEPG - - GEEQWLAS LPSA LR

V FVHGQ I RAGR TPEQKVA L LDA LSGVVREV LGVPRR TV - - WVY LVD LPPADM - I EYGYV LPAAG - - EEAEWLAS LDDD TR

SG I TGS I RAGR T LEVKQK LVKD I AASWTS I TGQSPKQL - - I VGLNE I DSD I T - MEYGL I LPHPG - - GEAEWFA THADE LD

S F I AAE I RAGRD LD TRQA L LRE LSG I WTEA TGQNEAQL - - LVA I KE TPAENA - MEAGLMFPKPG - - EEAQWMSENSDK LA

VWI HAD I RSGR TAQQK TD L LEQ I TSKVADV LE LPPEHV - - WVYVNE I PGENM - TEYGK L LPEPG - - KEEEWFA T LPQS LQ

I WI RAD I RSGR TQEQKDQL LMR I ADEVSE I AGTSKESV - - WVY I SD I PGPSV - LE FGR I LPPPG - - EED TWFAA LSVE LQ

VWI RAD I RAGR TVEQKRA L LER I TVEVGA I LGLPPEEV - - WVYVCD I PGSS I - AEHGRV LPEPG - - GEDAWFDA LPPD LQ

VWI RAD I RAGR TEE TKAE L LRQ I VAEVGD I TGVVAEHV - - WVY LNDVPGPN I - AEYGRP LPNPG - - QEDRWFEQLPRE LQ

V F LHGH I RAGR TNV I KKK L I EK LRDS I KKD LN LSKDQV - - WVY I SE LEPSQM - I EYGE I LPKSG - - QEKKWFNQLPKK LK

V TVHGT I RAGR TAEQKSR L LED I VG I VAGAAN TGRRHV - - WVY LAE LPPAQM - AEYGRV LPQPG - - GEAGWLEA LPAEDR

L FVHGQ I RAGRSADQKRD L LEA LV T LVANA TGAEKRSV - - WVY LSE LPPSQM - VEYGKV LPEPG - - AESEWLNSMPEPDR

I HVNGQ I RAGRNAEQKRR L LDA I VE LV TRAAQAEPRAV - - WVY I ADVPPSQM - VEYGRV LPEPG - - EEANWLQAMPDEDR

VYVHGQ I RAGRDGE TKER LV LE LMNAVADAAEMPAHCV - - Q I YVVDVPARQ I - AEYGQL LP LPG - - GEAAWWAA I PAE LR

I FVHGH I RAGR TEEQKGA L LAD I I NS I HGV TG I EKR F L - - WAY I SE LAPNNM - VEYGQV LPQPG - - KEAEWLES LSAADR

A I VHGH I RAGR TPEQKRQL LES I VEV I I SA TA LERRYV - - WAY I SE LPPSQM - VEYGRV LPEPG - - AEEDWLKSMDEADR

VN I VA F L LAGRNDE LKAD FMAA I NKAAV TS LDVSD TC I - - R TMV I DVAPEHMGVQEGLSAKA FR - - ARSAS - - - - - - - - -

V FVHGM I RSGRG I DVKQK LMGEAADKVRASAGVGAEDV - - WFY I QD I DAPQM - I E FGR F LPEPG - - AEDAWRKA I TPEKQ

I F I HGQ I RAGRSEEDKRK L I EK I L LVCSPAAAAPASA L - - WVY LVD LPAAQM - AE FGH I LPEPG - - QEAQWSAS LPAADR

I FVYGH I RSGRAAVDK TRM I R LMADA I RAAANVDS TRAV - WVY LNE LQPRQM - I E FGHV LPEPG - - DEPAWTEA LPDADR

V FVHGH I RGGRS TE LRAA LVRR L TDDVAA TARVDR LAV - - WVY LSE I PAAAM - VE FGHV LPEAG - - QEAAWTEA LPAADR

L FVHGHVRSGR TDHQKRMLVER LVRDVAEASGLP TRA I - - WI Y LSE I RPS LM - AE FGHV LPEPG - - EEAAWFDA LPEDDR

I WVRAD I RAGR TKSQLQQLMLA LK TD I AS I TDVAAED I - - WI Y LNN I EPDNM - LEYGHV LP LPG - - EEKRWFDA LPAE LQ

I WI RAD LRAGRSEEQLKA LMLR I VGDVSR I SG I PAENV - - WI NMCMLNP TDM - VEYGRV LPGPG - - EEQQWFE T LPQP LR

L F LHGH I RAGRSAGDRMR L I RR LVAA LAEGAS LPPRSV - - WVYV TE LPPRAM - AEYGH T LPEPG - - DEAAWFAA LPPEDQ

VR I TGV I RAGRD TEARQK I LRGVWEGMQE F LGERKC - - - - EMH LEEMLGENV I AENGK FMPESGTDEEKRWNGNGGPM - -
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150 160 170

A FME TNVDVSR T - - - - - - - - - - - - -

ER L TE LEGSSE - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

AKAK - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

EA - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

AY LNR LAERAE - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

GSR - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

QRYE - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

F L LNQ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

QMGMA L - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

GS LPK - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

E LGVQAG - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

EK LMRSA - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

SY LAPD - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

G I QGTGL - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

A LGWNVS T - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

EE LSD LR - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

ER LRS L T - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

ER LAA LR - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

ER LR T I AE - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

NK L LK LD F - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

DY L LGLDK - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

KY L LD I GK - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

AH LVG I GQ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

KHMEA I GE - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

DYMLS LSKAQ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

DY L LGMGAGS - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

SQLGKAGVRV L - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

QRMEAVGK TAQ - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

S FMQS I GKRR - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

EHMEAAAAR FRR - - - - - - - - - - - - -

RR LAA I AERARS - - - - - - - - - - - - -

HR LEA LGV THAN F T L - - - - - - - - - -

ER LA T LG I DQHK FQL - - - - - - - - - -

AH LRA LGAGDAGDAGDDGAGPGTAN

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
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Figure A.15 Examples of the curation process used to validate the non-Pro-1 sequences in the TSF.  

As it was surprising that multiple sequences lack an N-terminal proline and are represented globally across the 

superfamily, it was important to validate this result in detail. Initial bioinformatics identified 1,801 non-eukaryotic 

sequences without an N-terminal proline. (Eukaryotic sequences were not examined due to the complex nature of 

their splicing maturation.) Each nucleotide sequence was examined manually and most were removed from the set 

due to misannotation of the position of the initiating Met or other technical issues (see below). Ultimately, 346 

sequences were validated as missing an N-terminal proline.  

 

An example of a properly annotated sequence missing Pro-1 is shown in A. 

 
A. Top. Multiple sequence alignment of five TSF homologs for which Met-1 is not followed by a proline, which is a 
deviation from the signature feature of TSF members. However, these sequences clearly align very well. Bottom. 
For all five sequences, their annotated start codons are associated with a Shine-Dalgarno-type sequence, indicating 
that the annotated start codon is likely the correct one. Indeed, no alternative start codons can be found nearby in 
which Met would be followed by Pro and where this alternative start codons is also associated with a Shine-
Dalgarno-type sequence. 
 

An example of two misannotated sequences missing an N-terminal Pro are shown in B) and the same examples in 
which the misannoation has been corrected by identification of the true Met1 site is shown in C).  
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Figure S15.  Examples of the curation process used to validate the non-Pro-1 sequences in 

the TSF.  

 

As it was surprising that multiple sequences lack an N-terminal proline and are represented 

globally across the superfamily, it was important to validate this result in detail. Initial 

bioinformatics identified 1,801 non-eukaryotic sequences without an N-terminal proline. 

(Eukaryotic sequences were not examined due to the complex nature of their splicing 

maturation.) Each nucleotide sequence was examined manually and most were removed from 

the set due to misannotation of the position of the initiating Met or other technical issues (see 

below). Ultimately, 346 sequences were validated as missing an N-terminal proline.  

 

An example of a properly annotated sequence missing Pro-1 is shown in A).   

 

E2PB85         MISVYGLKQTLADRRALIADVIFDCMQMSLGVPKQRHALRFDLLDAENFYPPINRSQDFI 

W0R8J4         MISVYGLKHTLAPRRALIAEIIFSCLEVNLGIPKQRHALRFELLDDENFYLPVNRSDNFL 

I3DIP6         MITVYGLKKSLAPYRKQIADAIFHCLHIGLGIPPRKHTLRFVGLEKEDFYLPINRTERFI 

I3DR40         MITVFGLKSKLAPRREQLAEVIYNSLYLGLDIPKGKHAIRFLCLEKEDFYYPLDRSDDYT 

A4N5E7         MITVFGLKSKLSPRREQLAEVIYNSLHLGLDIPKGKHAIRFLCLEKEDFYYPFDRSDDYT 

 

E2PB85         GGTGGAATGGTTATTAGGAGAAAAAAATGATTAGTGTATATGGATTAAAACAAACCTTAG 

W0R8J4         AGTTCAATGGCTATTGGAGGCAAAAAATGATTAGTGTTTACGGATTAAAACACACACTTG 

I3DIP6         TGGCTATTAGCTCGTAAGGAGACATTATGATTACCGTTTATGGTTTAAAAAAATCACTTG 

I3DR40         TTTAACCGCACTTTAAAGGAGAAAAAATGATCACCGTATTCGGACTTAAATCCAAACTCG 

A4N5E7         TTTAACCGCACTTTAAAGGAGAAAAAATGATTACTGTATTCGGACTTAAATCCAAACTTT 

 

 

A. Top. Multiple sequence alignment of five TSF homologs for which Met-1 is not followed 

by a proline, which is a deviation from the signature feature of TSF members. However, these 

sequences clearly align very well. Bottom. For all five sequences, their annotated start codons 

are associated with a Shine-Dalgarno-type sequence, indicating that the annotated start codon is 

likely the correct one. Indeed, no alternative start codons can be found nearby in which Met 
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would be followed by Pro and where this alternative start codons is also associated with a 

Shine-Dalgarno-type sequence. 

 

An example of two misannotated sequences missing an N-terminal Pro are shown in B) and the 

same examples in which the misannoation has been corrected by identification of the true Met1 

site is shown in C). 

 

A0A0C1MDE4      -----MPIVNIDLIA-RSQDQLKALVQDVTTAVTKNTGAPAEHVHVILREMQPNRYGVA 

H1LG62          MEEFIMPIVDIHLIA-RSQAQLKGLVEDVTAAVVKNTGAPAEHVHVILSEMQKDRYSVG 

C0WTL0          -----MPIVNIQLIA-RSQDQLKALVADVTAAVVKDTGAPAEHVHVILDEMQKNRYSVG 

J1GJS3          -----MPYVNIRVTREGVSAEQKLALIEGVTDLLEQVLNKKPADTFVVIDEVETDNWGV 

F8G1U2          -----------MTNEGVSAEHKRQLIEQTTRMLEQVLGKPPASTFVVIEEVPTDNWGVG 

A0A0P7D6Z0      -----MPYVHIRVTDEGVSAEHKRQLIEQTTCMLERVLGKPPASTFVVIEEVPTDNWGV 

 

 

A0A0C1MDE4   TAAGAAGAGAAGGGAACGAAACTCAATGCCAATCGTAAACATCGACTTAAT  

H1LG62    GGCGTATACTTTTTTAAACTAAAAAATGGAGGAATTTATTATGCCAATTGT 

C0WTL0    TTAAAAAATTTGGAGGAACCTCATCATGCCAATCGTAAATATTCAACTTAT 

J1GJS3    GGGGTTTGGTAACAGGAGAGCCGCTATGCCATACGTTAATATTCGCGTCAC 

F8G1U2    AACCATGCCTTATGTCCATATTCGCGTGACCAATGAAGGCGTCAGTGCTGA 
A0A0P7D6Z0   GGCATTAACAGAGGAGCGAGCAACCATGCCTTATGTCCATATTCGCGTGAC 

 

B. Top. Multiple sequence alignment of six protein sequences from the TSF. For two of these 

sequences, Met-1 (in red) is not followed by Pro. However, their Met-1 is not aligned with 

Met-1 of the other four sequences, which are their closest homologs in the TSF. This is a clear 

sign of start codon misannotation. Bottom. The start of the DNA sequence of the genes of the 

six homologs, including the genomic DNA sequence directly upstream of the annotated start 

codon (in red). Underlined and in bold are the Shine-Dalgarno-type sequences that designate 

the presence of a ribosomal binding-site. Clearly, the annotated start codons of the two protein 

sequences for which Met-1 is not followed by Pro, are not associated with a Shine-Dalgarno-

type sequence. However, an alternative potential start codon (in green) is seen nearby in the 

DNA sequence.  
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B. Top. Multiple sequence alignment of six protein sequences from the TSF. For two of these sequences, Met-1 (in 
red) is not followed by Pro. However, their Met-1 is not aligned with Met-1 of the other four sequences, which are 
their closest homologs in the TSF. This is a clear sign of start codon misannotation. Bottom. The start of the DNA 
sequence of the genes of the six homologs, including the genomic DNA sequence directly upstream of the annotated 
start codon (in red). Underlined and in bold are the Shine-Dalgarno-type sequences that designate the presence of a 
ribosomal binding-site. Clearly, the annotated start codons of the two protein sequences for which Met-1 is not 
followed by Pro, are not associated with a Shine-Dalgarno-type sequence. However, an alternative potential start 
codon (in green) is seen nearby in the DNA sequence.  
 

 

C. Top. Multiple sequence alignment of the six protein sequences of panel B, where the alternative start codon of 
the two non-Pro-1 sequences is used as the true start codon. Clearly, Met-1 is now followed by Pro. Bottom. The 
aligned new set of DNA sequences. The two alternative start codons are now associated with a Shine-Dalgarno-type 
sequence, indicating that the alternative start codons are likely the actual start codons of the genes. The fact that 
Met-1 is followed by a proline, is additional evidence that the start codons are now correctly annotated. 
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A0A0C1MDE4     MPIVNIDLIA-GRSQDQLKALVQDVTTAVTKNTGAPAEHVHVILREMQPNRYGVAGVLKS 

H1LG62         MPIVDIHLIA-GRSQAQLKGLVEDVTAAVVKNTGAPAEHVHVILSEMQKDRYSVGGVLKS 

C0WTL0         MPIVNIQLIA-GRSQDQLKALVADVTAAVVKDTGAPAEHVHVILDEMQKNRYSVGGVLKS 

J1GJS3         MPYVNIRVTREGVSAEQKLALIEGVTDLLEQVLNKKPADTFVVIDEVETDNWGVNRESVS 

F8G1U2         MPYVHIRVTNEGVSAEHKRQLIEQTTRMLEQVLGKPPASTFVVIEEVPTDNWGVGGETVT 

A0A0P7D6Z0     MPYVHIRVTDEGVSAEHKRQLIEQTTCMLERVLGKPPASTFVVIEEVPTDNWGVGGETVT 

 

 

A0A0C1MDE4   TAAGAAGAGAAGGGAACGAAACTCAATGCCAATCGTAAACATCGACTTAAT  

H1LG62    AAACTAAAAAATGGAGGAATTTATTATGCCAATTGTAGATATTCATTTAAT 

C0WTL0    TTAAAAAATTTGGAGGAACCTCATCATGCCAATCGTAAATATTCAACTTAT 

J1GJS3    GGGGTTTGGTAACAGGAGAGCCGCTATGCCATACGTTAATATTCGCGTCAC 

F8G1U2    GGCATTAACAGAGGAGCGAGCAACCATGCCTTATGTCCATATTCGCGTGAC 
A0A0P7D6Z0   GGCATTAACAGAGGAGCGAGCAACCATGCCTTATGTCCATATTCGCGTGAC 

 

 

 

C. Top. Multiple sequence alignment of the six protein sequences of panel B, where the 

alternative start codon of the two non-Pro-1 sequences is used as the true start codon. Clearly, 

Met-1 is now followed by Pro. Bottom. The aligned new set of DNA sequences. The two 

alternative start codons are now associated with a Shine-Dalgarno-type sequence, indicating 

that the alternative start codons are likely the actual start codons of the genes. The fact that 

Met-1 is followed by a proline, is additional evidence that the start codons are now correctly 

annotated.  
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Figure A.16 PDB codes of structures used in the structure similarity network provided in Figure 2.8.  

1DPT 
1FIM 
1GYX 
1HFO 
1MFI 
1MIF 
1MWW 
1OTF 
1OTG 
1U9D 
1UIZ 
2AAG 
2OP8 
2ORM 
2OS5 
2WKB 
2WKF 
2X4K 
2XCZ 
3ABF 
3B64�  
3C6V 
3E6Q 
3EJ3, chain B (cis-CaaD) 
3EJ3, chain C (cis-CaaD) 
3FWT  
3GAD 
3KER 
3M20 
3MB2, chain B (cis-CaaD) 
3MB2, chain C (cis-CaaD) 
3MF8  
3N4G (CgX) 
3RY0 
3T5S 
4DH4  
4FAZ 
4FDX 
4JCU 
4JJ9 
4LHP 
4LKB 
4M1A 
4OTA (4-OT)  
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4U5P  
5UIF (Linker 1) 
5UNQ (Linker 2) 
6BLM (Fused 4-OT)  
 
Notes: Structures used in Figure 2.8 and in the MSA for Figure 2.5 differ for 4-OT and cis-CaaD. For 4-OT, PDB 
1BJP is used in the MSA for Figure 2.5 and PDB 4OTA is used in Figure 2.8. For cis-CaaD, PDB 2FLZ is used in 
the MSA for Figure 2.5 and PDBs 3EJ3 and 3MB2 are used in Figure 2.8. Two chains each from cis-CaaD 
structures 3EJ3 and 3MB2 were used in Figure 2.8 as these proteins are organized as part of physiological 
heterohexamers in which the B and C chains are different.  
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Appendix B. Supplemental Information for Chapter 3 

B.1 Sequence alignments and HMMs for level-1 subgroups of the 

TSF 

The HMMS and sequence alignments and HMMs generated are listed along with their github 

URLs. 

B.1.1  5-(carboxymethyl)-2-hydroxymuconate isomerase 

sequence alignment: https://github.com/babbittlab/tsf/blob/master/alignments/chmi.clustal 

HMM: https://github.com/babbittlab/tsf/blob/master/hmms/chmi.hmm 

B.1.2 cis-3-chloroacrylic acid dehalogenase 

sequence alignment: https://github.com/babbittlab/tsf/blob/master/alignments/cis-CaaD.clustal 

HMM: https://github.com/babbittlab/tsf/blob/master/hmms/cis-CaaD.hmm 

B.1.3 Macrophage migration inhibitory factor 

sequence alignment: https://github.com/babbittlab/tsf/blob/master/alignments/mif.clustal 

HMM: https://github.com/babbittlab/tsf/blob/master/hmms/mif.hmm 

B.1.4 Malonate semialdehyde decarboxylase 

sequence alignment: https://github.com/babbittlab/tsf/blob/master/alignments/msad.clustal 

HMM: https://github.com/babbittlab/tsf/blob/master/hmms/msad.hmm 
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B.2 Sequence alignments and HMMs for level-2 subgroups of the 4-
oxalocrotonate tautomerase subgroup 
B.2.1 Group 1 

sequence alignment: https://github.com/babbittlab/tsf/blob/master/alignments/4OT-

group1.clustal 

HMM: https://github.com/babbittlab/tsf/blob/master/hmms/4OT-group1.hmm 

B.2.2 Group 2 

sequence alignment: https://github.com/babbittlab/tsf/blob/master/alignments/4OT-

group2.clustal 

HMM: https://github.com/babbittlab/tsf/blob/master/hmms/4OT-group2.hmm 

B.2.3 Group 3 

sequence alignment: https://github.com/babbittlab/tsf/blob/master/alignments/4OT-

group3.clustal 

HMM: https://github.com/babbittlab/tsf/blob/master/hmms/4OT-group3.hmm 

B.2.4 Group 4 

sequence alignment: https://github.com/babbittlab/tsf/blob/master/alignments/4OT-

group4.clustal 

HMM: https://github.com/babbittlab/tsf/blob/master/hmms/4OT-group4.hmm 






